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Abstract
Activity recognition is a highly active research area due to its large number of
potential applications such as in healthcare, virtual reality, security, surveillance, and
advanced user interface systems. Several years ago, such context aware systems
were

mostly

based

on complicated wearable

sensors, which are

not

even

commercially available nowadays. However, the recent, rapid development of the
smartphone industry has enabled implementation of activity recognition applications
using the large number of sensors already integrated within smartphones.

Previous researches investigated an activity recognition of simple user activities
using a single type of sensor, such as the accelerometer, GPS or audio. Such an
approach is not able to support a comprehensive and realistic recognition device.
Motivated by the lack of a comprehensive approach in smartphone-based activity
recognition researches, a multimodal activity recognizer utilizing several kinds of
sensors in a smartphone is proposed. The proposed system combines and validates
the output of the two accelerometer and audio classifier with extra information
from the GPS and Wi-Fi functions to produce the final result.

In order to apply proposed comprehensive approach and activity recognition
framework to mobile devices such as a smartphone, a lightweight activity modeling
and recognizing methodology is required. Existing activity recognition approaches
are divided into two phase. Training for modeling with activities samples and
recognition

using

modeled

information.

Complicated

but

powerful

activity

recognition algorithms are impossible to apply to smartphone because they requires
bunch of sample data for modeling. Also for collecting personalized data such as
life-log, a methodology which trains the subject’s specific activity pattern and
generates personalized activity model is required. So a lightweight activity modeling
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and recognition algorithm which enables to the users to build their own activity
model on mobile platform is proposed. Also based on the lightweight algorithm, a
lightweight activity recognition framework which enables to recognize several
activities on smartphone is also proposed in this thesis.

Performance evaluations of the accelerometer and audio data classification
schemes showed that the proposed algorithm and system performed better than
existing approaches. Proposed system is tested by implementing a smartphone
application running on an Android OS. These evaluations also showed that the
system works well in real-world environments with the accuracy of 92.43%.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Activity recognition (AR) is a highly active research area due to its large
number of potential applications such as in healthcare, virtual reality, security,
surveillance, and advanced user interface systems. As a result, it has caught the
attention of researchers from industry, academia, security agencies, consumer
agencies, and even the general populace. Several years ago, such context aware
systems were mostly based on complicated wearable sensors, which are not even
commercially available nowadays. However, the recent, rapid development of the
smartphone industry has enabled implementation of AR applications using the large
number of sensors already integrated within smartphones [1,2].

Nevertheless, substantial progress has only been made for recognition of simple
user activities using a single type of sensor, such as the accelerometer [3], GPS
[4], or audio tool [5]. Although some recognition of user activities may be possible
with particular sensors, such an approach is not able to support a comprehensive
and realistic recognition device. For example, to merely recognize ambulatory
activities like walking or jogging, the accelerometer or gyroscope achieves a
reasonable accuracy [6,7]. Likewise, to classify acoustic contexts, such as in a bus,
subway, or meeting place, the audio data can be utilized [8]. The GPS has also
been used as a single source to classify different contexts [4,9,10]. Yet, a
comprehensive recognition system should make use of all those sensors in order to
be capable of recognizing a higher number of mixed contexts including ambulatory,
transportation, and acoustic. Furthermore, the use of multiple sensors can improve
the power consumption since some sensors can then be activated only when
necessary. For example, a system that recognizes transportation by inferring the
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user’s GPS route [11] can stop collecting GPS data if an accelerometer classifier
detects that the user is walking.

Motivated by the lack of a comprehensive approach in smartphone-based AR
research, a multimodal activity recognizer utilizing several kinds of sensors in a
smartphone is proposed. Also consider that the AR must be performed regardless
of what the user is doing with his or her smartphone, such as making a phone
call, using applications, playing games, or listening to music. Thus, a position-free
recognition system that recognizes a human’s activities wherever the smartphone is
attached on the body is proposed. It provides high degree of freedom to users, as
well as ample practical relevance. Besides the classification aspect, the proposed
system pursues the optimal combination of sensors in order to reduce the power
consumption, which is a vital issue for any smartphone application [12]. The
system utilizes the accelerometer to detect transition points from ambulatory
activities to transportation activities and vice versa. The audio classifier is only
activated if there is a further need to classify transportation activities, such as
riding a bus or subway. By using the above approach, it is possible to reduce
power consumption on smartphone devices. Finally, the proposed system combines
and validates the output of the two classifiers using extra information from the
GPS and Wi-Fi functions to produce the final result. By following this approach,
the system is able to classify both ambulatory as well as transportation contexts,
while still achieving low power consumption.

In order to apply proposed comprehensive approach and AR framework to
mobile devices such as a smartphone, a lightweight activity modeling and
recognizing methodology are required. And life-log data is very private information
which required to personalized processing and continuously collected. So the
smartphone is a good candidate for the purpose. Existing AR approaches are
divided into two phase. Training for modeling with activities samples and
recognition using modeled information. Complicated but powerful AR algorithms are
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impossible to apply to smartphone because they requires a bunch of sample data
for modeling. Also for collecting personalized data such as life-log, a methodology
which trains the subject’s specific activity pattern and generates personalized activity
model, not a common activity model applicable to multiple users, is required. So a
lightweight activity modeling and recognition algorithm which enables to the users
to build their own activity model on mobile platform is proposed. Also based on
the lightweight algorithm, a lightweight AR framework which enables to recognize
several activities on smartphone is also proposed in this thesis.

1.2 Problem Statement
Most of the studies for human AR used single or simple sensor data among
accelerometer, audio, video GPS or light etc. And these researches have several
limitations such as position-aware recognition, requiring dedicated devices like
wearable sensors or mobile device, and only support off-line processing etc. More
detailed problems of current researches are described as below.

l Considering single or simple sensor: The high availability of smartphone with
built-in sensors is highly advantageous to the research area of context
recognition. In [3,6,7], a smartphone accelerometer was used to recognize user’s
movement contexts such as walking and running. And in [5,8], the authors
utilized audio data to classify acoustic environments. The authors of [4,9,11]
showed that GPS can be used to recognize transportation routines. However
those works merely exploited a particular sensor instead of combining the
strength of multiple sensors. To the best of our knowledge, [2] is one of the
first works to combine accelerometer and audio classification. The authors
demonstrated that the combination of audio helps improve the accuracy of
recognizing user activities. But there is no concrete system or framework for
smartphone to recognize various types of activities in previous research works.
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Only algorithms or implementations are proposed and verified in their own
environment.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1-1. System overview of existing related works. (a) The block diagram of
the main data processing scheme which utilizes only one type of sensors

– inertial

sensors [16]. (b) A biaxial accelerometer sensor for collecting activity data. The
research in [3] uses only a single type of sensor and they are attached on 5
different areas of the human body.

l Position-aware recognition: In general, the output of any body-worn triaxial
accelerometer depends on the position at which it is placed and can vary for
the same activity for different positions along the subject's body resulting in
high within-class variance. The accelerometer signals for walking, for example,
vary at three different positions as shown in Figure 1-2(a). Therefore almost all
previous works require accelerometers to be firmly attached to a specific body
part such as arm, wrist, chest, thigh etc, making them impractical for long-term
activity monitoring during unsupervised free living [17]. Figure 1-2(b) also
depicts specific position of the body-worn sensor for recognizing activities of
daily living. Therefore, in order to recognize human’s ADLs, a position-free
data collection or processing techniques are required.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 1-2. Related works of a position-aware activity recognition. (a) Sample
acceleration signals for walking from three different positions(Chest, Front trousers
and Inner jacket pocket) [17]. (b) The coordinate system and the placement of the
smartphone at the chest of a subject [16].

l Off-line processing: Previous works are mainly focused on how accurately
recognize activities of human not but considering where the data is processed
and how the information is handled throughout a recognition system. General
AR system collects activity data from sensor devices and processes the data at
back-end system such as server, cloud or any powerful processing device. It
may cause privacy problem cause the data is required to sent to an external
site [13]. An AR system running purely on a smartphone is presented in [14].
The presented system can be trained on the device and it also does the
classification in real-time on the device. The recognition is based on features
calculated using geometric template matching and support vector machine (SVM)
is used as a classifier. Unfortunately, the article does not include recognition
rates: thus, the evaluation of the system is difficult. The system described in [1]
can be found from Android Market. It seems to recognize activities with high
accuracy, but all the features used are not orientation independent. In addition,
personalized mobile AR system for Android phones is presented in [15]. In this
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application user can select which activities he wants application to recognize but
it requires training data collection gathered by the user.

1.3 Contributions
Major problems of previous works are described in section 1.2. To overcome
those limitations and apply to resource restricted mobile devices, three major
research works are described in this thesis. For recognizing various activities and
contexts of human, the methodology and novel framework how to utilize
multimodal sensors in both legacy AR system and smartphone are proposed.
Proposed framework for a smartphone is able to collect, store and process activity
data only on smartphone. Contributions of the thesis are represented as following.

l Utilizing multimodal sensors: General AR process is consisted of three steps
Data

Collection,

Feature

Extraction

and

Classification.

Throughout

–

these

processes, the most important stage is a feature extraction because the accuracy
of total system is highly dependent on the stage. Also an extracting features
from different types of raw data is challengeable due to the difficulty of
combining and formatting for a classification. So in this research work, a novel
hierarchical approach to combine different multimodal sensor data for AR is
proposed. In proposed system architecture, a vector typed data such as data
from accelerometer, gyroscope, GPS, etc. and a sequential data such as audio
data are utilized for decision making. And the recognizable activities and
contexts include human’s movements, poses, actions, situation and environmental
contexts.

l Novel framework for smartphone: A framework which utilizes multimodal
sensors on smartphone for recognizing personalized activities in real-time is
proposed in this thesis. Proposed framework is a conceptual architecture that
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consisted of several sub modules

–

sensor data collection, feature extraction,

modeling, classification and context fusion etc. - so various classification or
extraction algorithms can be selected depending on the target system. In this
research work, two types of implementation are proposed and tested. One is for
legacy system that a data collection and processing is separated and the other
one is for smartphone environment that an activity modeling and classification
are run on same platform. Section 3 and 4 describe what kinds of algorithms
are used and how the sub components are organized. And the later section
represents an implementation of the framework and its evaluation result.

l On-line processing: To avoid a privacy problem argued in section 1.2, proposed
AR system is able to collect, store and process only on smartphone platform.
Due to the resource restriction and relatively-low memory, the lightweight AR
framework based on comprehensive AR system is proposed. A lightweight
activity modeling and classification algorithm based on the Naïve Bayes,
Adaptive Naïve Bayes (A-NB), and the system architecture which based on the
A-NB are proposed and tested on smartphone. For an efficient resource
management, the lightweight framework utilizes only accelerometer, proximity
and GPS sensors except audio.

The proposed common system framework for both legacy system and mobile
platform is depicted as Figure 1-3. Data from multimodal sensors on smartphone
are collected and processed at accelerometer and audio classifier for acquiring
activity labels. Then these labels are fused for making final decision in context
fusion module. The activity labels from context fusion module are validated in the
Heuristic based Result Validation module for refinement. Result labels from the
Comprehensive Activity Recognizer (CAR) are Still, Walking, Jogging, Riding a
bus or subway and visit specific location activity contexts.
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Figure 1-3. Proposed comprehensive AR framework. Totally 5 activity labels are
recognized based on smartphone multimodal sensor data.
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1.4 Thesis Organization
The thesis is organized in seven chapters as following:

l Chapter 1 Introduction. Chapter 1 is the brief introduction of the research works
and proposed AR framework. Research challenges, goals and the objective are
mainly represented in this chapter.

l Chapter 2 Activity and Context Recognition. Chapter 2 provides a definition of
activity, situation and context. Also the background of AR, context-aware,
user-centric and user-friendly computing are described.

l Chapter 3 Related Works. Chapter 3 represents sensors used in existing AR
researches and its applications. Detailed recognition techniques, methodologies
and context fusion techniques are introduced in this chapter. And the necessity
of smartphone for AR is also covered in the chapter.

l Chapter 4 Comprehensive Activity Recognition Framework. The proposed AR
framework

is

introduced

in

this

chapter.

comprehensive activity recognizer system
classifier

– are discussed.

–

The

components

configuring

accelerometer classifier and audio

l Chapter 5 Lightweight Activity Recognition Framework. Chapter 5 describes the
lightweight activity recognizer for a resource-restricted mobile devices such as
smartphone. Detailed algorithms of Adaptive Naïve Bayes and Hierarchical AR
Framework are provided.

l Chapter 6 Implementation and Results. Detailed performance test results of
comprehensive activity recognizer and lightweight activity recognizer with
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real-world data set are represented. Also the details of heuristic approaches for
enhancing an accuracy of AR are described in this chapter.

l Chapter 7 Conclusion. This chapter presents the conclusion of this research
work and highlights the main contributions.
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Chapter 2.
Activity and Context Recognition
2.1 Definition
This chapter gives an overview of activity and context recognition techniques and
the important concepts as well as terms related to the design and realization of a
user-centric computing system. This overview serves as a basis for the focus and
proposal of this thesis. The goal of this work is to investigate suitable approaches
that can be applied in the development of a human activity recognition system.
Before we introduce the concept of such a system, let us first take a look at the
meaning of context and context aware. As an activity itself is a part of the term
‘context’, we define and introduce context, context-aware systems and activity in
this chapter.

Context, according to researchers in [18], is defined as location, identities, nearby
people and objects, and changes to those objects. This was followed by subsequent
work that further investigated the definition of context, context awareness and its
potential applications. The other researchers in [19] viewed context as different
aspects of the current situation of the user. Researchers at the University of Kent
referred to context as the user's location, environment, identity of people around the
user, time and temperature [20,21]. Many of these definitions were given either as
synonyms for context or by example they were defined as aspects of information
needed for their prototypes or applications. A more widely used definition for
context was given by authors in [22] as follow:
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l Definition of Context: Context is any information that can be used to
characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object
that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application,
including the user and applications themselves.

The definition was not intended to specify how context should be modeled in an
implementation. It gives a generalized view on the idea of context. This work
views this abstract but useful definition as a general basis for all potential context
aware applications. The evolution of context in the work described in [22] has
given a clearer picture how context can be applied in an implementation. Authors
in [23] pointed out that the researches in [22] did not clarify what was meant by
‘the situation of an entity’. The situation can be seen as a complex but definable
concept. The Oxford online dictionary defines situation1 as follows:

l Definition of Situation:
1. a set of circumstances in which one finds oneself; a state of affairs
2. the location and surroundings of a place
3. formal a position of employment; a job

The first two definitions of the word situation can be applied to context
awareness. For a person, his situation can refer to what he is doing, where he is,
and his condition at that particular moment. The situation information of a system,
both software and hardware, can represent its current state, executable functions or
even system related information. In other words, context provides a mean for
human users and systems to understand relevant information around them.

In some of the earlier research, contexts were mainly used to reveal further
information for desired automatic change of system behaviour. For example, the
Active Badge system [24] allows the receptionists to see a user's possible last
detected location. In [18], authors demonstrated in their Palo Alto Research Center
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Incorporated Tab (PARCTAB) system, a context aware application that is able to
present information to users based on proximity to services. Devices can be turned
on or reconfigured according to the location of users and selected services can be
executed automatically. In these examples, users can see which contexts have been
recognized by the application (e.g. location of a user). At the same time, devices
and services were initialized and executed based on the obtained contexts. Such
automatic execution of devices and services is known as service adaptation. Since
the adaptation takes place due to the obtained contexts or their changes, a context
aware system can be defined as follows:

l Definition of Context-aware system: A context-aware system is a system that
delivers and understands the available contexts perceived from the users and the
surrounding through the use of sensor information. It also performs the
appropriate service adaptations based on these contexts and their changes.

If the definition of context is adopted as abstract as it is, the information
measured and provided by a sensor is considered as a context. The interpreted
information based on this sensor measurement is also a context. The abstraction
levels can be seen as a way to view context from a computational point of view
[25]. The first hand information obtained from a sensor device can be referred to
as raw data. The processing of this raw data produces low level context. The low
level context can be further processed to obtain high-level context. The process is
illustrated in Figure 2-1.

A low-level context is regarded as a direct interpretation of the information
obtained from a sensor source. It gives a semantic meaning to the obtained value
in order to allow further usage of this context. For example, the temperature sensor
gives a reading of the voltage potential differences that represent the current
temperature of the object or environment it measures. Given the corresponding
calculation to this value, one can then obtain the current temperature with a desired
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unit, such as 23C. The third abstraction level of context is called the high-level
context. It expresses the information that is usually interpreted from one or more
low-level contexts. For example, a person may regard the surrounding temperature
23C as warm. One can also conclude that a person is busy, when he is located in
his office while his computer is turned on and is currently not idle. Usually,
high-level contexts are semantically understandable and are implicitly perceived by
human automatically. In context awareness, the computers are expected to be able
to produce and use these contexts. In other words, the computers can potentially
understand what and how a human thinks and perceives.

Figure 2-1. Three levels of abstraction for contexts.

To the best of our knowledge, the distinctions and definitions for raw data,
low-level contexts and high-level contexts are not often discussed in the literature.
Nevertheless, these distinctions can provide designers and users of context aware
systems a better understanding of the required contexts in a desired implementation
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and usage. The abstraction levels are useful to allow human users to understand
what a system has processed and interpreted. For a computing device, the different
abstractions are basically still strings, where these strings are results from the
processing of the sensor data [25].

Besides the three abstraction level of contexts, the concept of contexts can also
be understood by the categorization of the aspects of context. For example, in [18],
the authors mentioned that three important aspects of contexts are ‘where you are,
who you are with, and what resources are nearby.’ In [26] researchers adopted and
extended the definition of [22] by categorizing contexts into different aspects such
as geographical, physical, organizational, social, user, task, action, technological and
time. Authors in [25] presented a more complete picture on the aspects of contexts
by naming 14 different aspects of contexts. They grouped these 14 aspects into 5
main aspects, which are time, location, constitution, environment and identity. The
aspects of context help us to have a clearer picture how contexts are defined and
applied in a context aware system. At the same time, it also clarifies the ambiguity
that may occur when the definition of [22] is adopted. The process to obtain low
and high-level contexts from sensor data is commonly known as context modeling.
A context model defines contexts that are understandable by machines and users.
Authors

in [27]

presented a summary on most

relevant context modeling

approaches. These approaches were key-value, markup scheme, graphical, object
oriented, logic based and ontology based models. There are cases where an
ontology is required for its expressiveness, but there are also cases where simple
key-value implementations will suffice. To achieve the balance between user control
and automation, the selection of a user accessible and comprehensible context
model are factors to be considered.

In this thesis, the activity of a user, a specific aspect of context, is mainly
focused. The expected service adaptation in a context aware system is usually
dependent on what a user is doing and his situation at a given time. Besides the
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context of time and location, this aspect of context is seen as equally important in
the context aware environment because a user is constantly performing a certain
activity. The word ‘activity’, according to the online Oxford dictionary, is defined
as follows:

l Definition of Activity:
1. a condition in which things are happening or being done.
2. busy or vigorous action or movement.
3. an action taken in pursuit of an objective.
4. a recreational pursuit.
5. the degree to which something displays its characteristic property or
behaviour.

For the use of activity recognition in context awareness, the first three definitions
can be seen as appropriate. The concept of activity describes things that are
happening around a person. By including the second and third definitions, the word
activity extends the concept to additional details of a given activity. These details
include the involved actions or movements and possible description of the objective
for the occurrence of a given activity.

2.2 Activity Recognition
As mentioned in the Section 2.1, this thesis focuses on the activity context of a
user. Activity context can be seen as a subset of situation information, because it
explains what a user is doing at a certain time. The activity context can be further
broken down into more detailed categories. An activity is usually time and location
dependent. A user's action or movement can also be grouped as his activity. Since
activities are not always directly measurable, activity recognition techniques are
applied to enable the acquisition of users' activity contexts. The word recognition is
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defined as ‘The action or process of recognizing or being recognized, in particular
the identification of a thing or person from previous encounters or knowledge.’

An activity recognition system is able to detect a person's current action or
movement based on the available information. This information is usually obtained
from the available sensors that are placed either on a user and/or around him in
the environment where he is situated. The selected activity recognition is
responsible to find correlations and relationships in these sensors data in order to
discover the corresponding activity contexts. Examples of sensors used in past
investigations for the area of activity recognition are accelerometer, microphone,
camera, heart rate belt or Radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags. The types of
desired activities related contexts include movements, tasks, locations and presence
information (such as busy, available or away). These sensors can be categorized as
their designated deployments.

l Wearable sensor devices: In the first category, a user is usually equipped with
one or more devices, placed at different parts of the body. Each device may
have more than one sensor built-in, together with the necessary processing and
communication modules. The processing modules

enable simple or even

intensive computation and manipulation of sensor data. The communication
modules are responsible to transmit the obtained and processed sensor data to a
remote device for further processing and storage tasks. The wearable sensors are
responsible to record sensor values and their changes, which should generally
correlate to the activities undertaken by the wearer. By applying appropriate
algorithms, one can find useful information from these sensor values that can
eventually be used to detect the corresponding activities.

l Multimodal sensors on smartphone: It is a kind of wearable sensors but various
sensor devices are embedded on a single platform. An activity data is collected
by multiple devices simultaneously. Not only data collection but also data
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storage and processing are performed in same device. Above all, sensing from
smartphone sensors does not required any dedicated sensor devices and the user
always carrying it.

l Environmental sensor devices: It is also possible to recognize activities in a
given place such as a room. Sensors such as camera, microphone and RFID
tags are deployed to provide implicit information that can be related to the
activities carried out by the occupants at a given place. Examples of the
activity information range from location of the occupants to the tasks a person
is currently doing at his desktop. Such examples are found among the typical
scenarios mentioned in the related investigations.

l Combination of both wearable and environmental sensor devices: There exists
investigations

that

combine

the

above

categories

for

designated

activity

recognition. Sensor information from various type of sensors is aggregated and
analyzed to produce activity and other useful contexts for potential further
usages and adaptations.

Similar to the abstraction levels for contexts, activities can be grouped and
defined into three different categories as shown in Figure 2-2. The first category of
activities consists of gestures and movements. It can be seen as the simplest form
of activities that can be useful for potential context aware adaptation. Gestures and
movements are usually short and possibly repetitive. The recognition of gestures
and movements can be applied in areas such as recognizing sign languages [28]
and intuitive human-computer interface input [29,30]. It can also be the input
information for the second category of activity - basic activities.

Basic activities can be seen as activities that involve different combinations of
gestures and movements. For instance, a sequence of repeating steps can indicate
that a person is walking or running, depending of the speed of the steps. This type
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of activities last longer than gestures and movements, ranging from seconds to
minutes or hours. These basic activities are considered as important information,
because people perform them in daily lives. Once basic activities are recognized,
they can be used to derive specific activities.

Figure 2-2. Three different levels of human activities.

The specific activities are defined as high level descriptions of task and event
one performs at a given time and situation, i.e. working, jogging, shopping,
sightseeing or relaxing. As an example, if an activity recognition system recognizes
that a person is walking, it may be possible to use additional information to derive
whether the person is currently sightseeing or shopping. For the former, the system
may need to obtain his calendar information to know he is on holiday and he is
walking around a tourist location away from his home. For the latter, the person
should be located in a place where people usually shop, such as a shopping center.

The first two categories of activity are normally derivable via sensor data. Once
distinct body motions are detectable, a system may be able to tell some gestures or
basic

activities

apart.

Depending

on

the

available

sensors

and

recognition

approaches, basic activities can be recognized based on gestures and their
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transitions, or they can also be directly modeled and detected. For the last category
one needs to model the possible relationships between the available context
information that may help to reveal a user's specific activity at a given time.

2.3 Activity and Context-aware Framework
There had been a lot of important investigations and efforts in bringing the
vision into working prototypes and applications in activity and context-aware
system. The Active Badge system [24] and the PARCTAB work [18] are two of
the earliest context aware applications. A similarity among these earliest applications
is the focus on location-aware adaptations and functions. In other words, the
location information is the main contexts considered and applied. These systems are
commonly known as location-based services today. Another common demonstration
of location-based context aware application is a tour guide system. As tourists
move around different attractions in a town, the tour guide can make use of the
location context to present useful tourist information of different nearby highlights.
Some examples are the work of [31,32]. Currently, there are already a number of
emerging location-based services such as FourSquare and Google Latitude that are
made available as products and services for the masses.

As mentioned by the authors in [33], there are more contexts than location. This
can be observed in later work after the end of the 1990s. For example, the
CybreMinder system [22] is a context aware application that sends out reminders
based on time, location and situational contexts. Several other domains that have
adopted the context aware approaches are smart homes [34], personalization [35]
and health care [36,37]. Nevertheless, regardless of how these investigations have
selected the relevant contexts for the respective application domains, the choices
and types of the selected contexts are consistent with the definitions of context and
context aware system mentioned earlier on section 2.1.
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There are also different context-aware frameworks proposed in the past years.
These frameworks include the Context Toolkit [38], the Context Management
Framework (CMF) [39], the Context Broker Architecture (CoBrA) [40], the
Context-aware Sub-Structure (CASS) middleware [41] and the Service-Oriented
Context Aware Middleware (SOCAM) [42]. There are a number of similarities
among them. These systems may use different names or categorizations of their
functions, but it is possible to summarise them in a generalized procedures for
understanding purposes. This procedures, as illustrated in Figure 2-3, gives an
overview of the core functions of the different roles and components found in a
context-aware system.

Figure 2-3. A general procedure of previous context-aware system.

The first step is sensor data collection. The sensors are responsible for the
sensing of information that can be used to derive usable contexts. Commonly used
sensors are the physical sensors, such as temperature, barometer or accelerometer.
This type of sensor information usually provides raw data or low level contexts.
Besides that, it is also possible to extract information from software and hardware
and offer them via virtual sensors. Examples of virtual sensor information are
personal calendar entries and smartphone call status. The contexts provided by
virtual sensors are generally low level or high level contexts.

The processes that derive contexts are found in the second step. Context
processing includes a number of functions, such as filtering, context learning,
context interpretation, context reasoning and prediction. Many context awareness
related research projects focus in this step. The next step of context processing is
the context storage and management. It deals with the issues on how the derived
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and produced contexts are stored and managed. Components, such as context
repository and context broker, are found here. The final step utilizes components
from the second and third steps for potential applications and actions. The available
contexts for a specific application domain may be used by respective applications
for display and adaptation purposes. It is also possible that a context aware
application

automatically

invokes

desired

actions

that

are

triggered

by

context-changes.

Currently, a conventional system usually requires human user input in order to
provide appropriate services that satisfy the user's needs. In cases where service
wishes are repetitive, there are systems that remembers the wishes, so that at a
recurrence of these wishes, the system can provide the functions in an automatic
manner. Current conventional systems usually use two direct methods to automate
certain processes. Firstly, they remember the necessary settings at the point where
the users last used the system. Typical examples are like radio or entertainment
systems that remember last played station or song. A basic assumption made here
is that the user wishes to continue where he was in a previous usage. Secondly,
the systems support the utilization of more complex settings by allowing users to
program or customize their service behaviors. By stating and defining how, what
and when the system should perform the desired functions, a system can execute
these service wishes as defined. This ability that enables a system to act and
respond according to pre-defined instructions is commonly known as an adaptivity.

The vision of context aware computing intends to bring such adaptation and
automation to the next level. Instead of providing just passive adaptivity, a context
aware system aims to provide active adaptivity. In other words, the service wishes
and behaviors should be recognized by the system in order to learn and recognize
them correctly. Once this is done, the system can then provide appropriate
adaptations that correspond to the user's needs. There should be a minimum amount
of direct input to enable this ability.
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2.4 User-centric and User-friendly Computing
Many of the past investigations were made strongly based on the design and
thoughts of the system developers. The designers and developers were responsible
for the assumptions and decisions set on behalf of the potential users. The desired
prototypes and systems were then built based on these assumptions and decisions.
While this is perhaps unavoidable for most of the cases, if the issue is addressed
and considered from the beginning of design and development of an activity
recognition system, the end product may be more likely to be well received by the
designated users [43].

An activity recognition is one of the most important element in a user-centric
environment. The complexity and technicality should be appropriately reduced and
hidden, if not removed, so that users can have the necessary control of the system
without being overwhelmed. This vision has resulted as the idea of a user-centric
activity recognition system. In this thesis, a user-centric computing is defined as a
system that is designed and developed with the users and their needs placed at the
center. Based on this definition, some design requirements for a user-centric activity
recognition system are listed below:

l Users and their needs should be taken into consideration during the design of a
context aware system.
l Users should be empowered to be able to use and to have control over the
system and its behaviors.
l Users should be comfortable with the deployment and usage of the system.
l The system should deliver reliable performance and results, so that users do not
relinquish it just because it fails to deliver.

The first requirement is usually considered in many past investigations. Most of
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the investigations have proposed solutions that automate tasks and functions on
behalf of the users upon context changes. Nevertheless, there are also approaches
where systems automatically provide users with information and service adaptations
that are relevant only to the opinion of the developers [44]. The second
requirement is however not always found [45]. In investigations such as [18,32],
the proposed solution and applied methods for context models are static in nature.
There are also approaches that react fully automatic on behalf of the users. The
users are not provided with the means to alter the provided adaptation possibilities.
If there is an appropriate method that can at least give users a better understanding
and overview of what the context aware system is going to perform, it may reduce
the chances where users feel a lack of control.

The third requirement takes users' acceptance and comfort for an activity
recognition system into consideration. An activity recognition system can be
designed in such a way where multiple sensors and devices work seamlessly to
acquire useful contexts. If the system utilizes body-worn sensors, the user is
required to wear and carry these sensors throughout the whole day. He may likely
to reject the system if the setup of the sensors and devices is troublesome or
makes him feel uncomfortable by wearing them, or if both sensors and devices
need frequent replacement because they run out of battery. Similarly, the fourth
requirement

also

emphasizes

on

user

experience

from

the

perspective

of

performance. An activity recognition system should deliver reliable performance and
results that fulfill the promised features it claims to deliver. If it creates mistakes
and frustration frequently, the users will give up using the system. Summarizing the
third and fourth requirements, one important factor to be highlighted is the
possibility for an activity recognition system being obtrusive. The word obtrusive is
defined as noticeable or prominent in an unwelcome or intrusive way.

One potential hindrance for a user-centric and user-friendly computing is the
obtrusiveness of the system. A system can be obtrusive in the usage and control of
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its functions. Complicated interfaces or control mechanisms may cause the users to
feel frustrated. Devices can also be obtrusive in different ways, such as the
wearing and placement of multiple sensor devices, inconveniences caused by slow
response time or short battery life of a device, as well as the control and
management of the devices that require constant user attention and intervention. In
other

words,

the

obtrusiveness

factor

in

a

context

aware

system

brings

inconvenience to the users or requires them to make changes to their normal
routines and habits.

The proposed vision of Mark Weiser had already emphasized on this factor. In
his paper [46] he used the expressions ‘invisible’ and fade into the background to
describe how unobtrusive technologies are necessary in a future computing
environment. On the one hand, the system should be invisible or unconscious to
the users so that no unnecessary interaction or direct user input are required. On
the other hand, users should not feel lost among these invisible technologies. This
vision motivates us to formulate a user-centric activity recognition system that
emphasizes on the use of techniques and approaches that are user-centric and
user-friendly.

This chapter reviewed and refined the definitions and concepts that were relevant
to the thesis. Based on these definitions and concepts, the proposal of a human
activity recognition system was presented. As users' needs and acceptance were set
as requirements, the need use multimodal sensors on smartphone and to include
unobtrusive approaches in the design and development are described in this chapter.
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Chapter 3. Related Works
In this chapter, the ideas of activity recognition using various sensor devices, its
applications and recognition algorithms are introduced. As mentioned in the
previous chapter, obtrusiveness of a system and its devices can be a hindrance for
the system to be accepted and used by the designated users. For such cases, we
need to identify approaches and devices that are less or unobtrusive and at the
same time deliver equivalent performance like the obtrusive approaches. This
chapter first presents related works in activity recognition and then review previous
activity recognition system architectures using multimodal sensors on smartphone.

3.1 Sensors used in Activity Recognition
There are numerous techniques to recognize user activities. Popular methods
make use of different types of sensors such as microphone and camera, body-worn
sensors as well as wireless sensor nodes in the environment. The different types of
sensors require a different kind of techniques for the desired recognition. The
following reviews elaborate the selected work that have investigated the use of
different sensors and techniques in this area.

The earlier work investigated the possibilities of using body-worn sensors for
activity recognition. In the late 90s, researchers in Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) [47] explored gestures and activity recognition techniques based
on video [48] and audio data [49]. For example, in [48] one can use a small
camera, installed on a cap, to track hand movements to interpret the performed
sign language signals. With the help of a microphone and a Personal Digital
Assistant (PDA), the authors in [49] processed audio streams to detect speeches or
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even proximity of several users. Video-based approaches are also found in premises
monitoring. In the work of [50], video was used to detect Activities of daily living
(ADL) for the care of elderly people. The use of audio and video as sensor data
has a problem, where installation and monitoring using microphones and video
cameras often raise the issue of trust and privacy.

Figure 3-1. A small camera sensor installed on a cap for tracking hand movements
[48]. Video sensor for recognizing ADLs for the care of elderly people [50].

Figure 3-2. Audio streams to detect speeches of proximity of several users [49].

Besides audio and video, other sensors have been tested for potential activity
recognition. Body-worn accelerometers are seen as a popular choice as the main
sensor for activity recognition. Works such as [3,7,52,54,55] demonstrated that the
use of dedicated accelerometers can provide good results in the area of activity
recognition. For example, in [3], the recognition accuracy was 84.26% using five
biaxial accelerometers on different body parts [56]. Similarly, researchers in [52]
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achieved accuracy up to 84% using 12 triaxial accelerometers and a Naïve Bayes
classifier. For example, authors in [7] obtained accuracy up to 99.82% using a
dedicated triaxial accelerometer mounted on a harder board placed near the pelvic
region of a test person and meta-level classifiers.

(a) 3D acceleration
sensor nodes and their
robust casing

(b) Lancaster Smart-It

(c) Multiplexer board to
connect six triaxial
acceleration sensors

Figure 3-3. The different parts of the acceleration recording platform [52].

The different investigations have one thing in common - a single accelerometer
or multiple accelerometers were placed on different parts of the body, either wired
or wireless, and users were required to perform designated movements. The
recorded accelerometer values were processed and the resulted features were
evaluated using classification algorithms for potential recognition. The accelerometer
can be seen as an appropriate unobtrusive sensor device. It is small and uses
relatively small amount of energy. However, these previous investigations focused
more on off-line recognitions and did not propose how suitable is the usage of
accelerometer together with a mobile computing device in a real-time recognition
system. The usage of five up to twelve accelerometers was also seen as a rather
obtrusive approach, since users need to wear all the accelerometers on the
designated positions in order to make use of the proposed systems.

The ideas were expanded with the inclusion of additional sensor information. For
example, in [57] a heart rate monitor was coupled with data, taken from five
accelerometers, to detect physical activities. Researchers at the Intel Research in
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Seattle and the University of Washington used the Multi-modal sensor board (MSB)
that had accelerometer, audio, temperature, Infrared(IR)/visible/high-frequency light,
humidity, barometric pressure and digital compass [58]. They investigated activity
recognition classification of physical activities with multiple MSBs. The group in
[59] used a triaxial accelerometer together with a wearable camera to recognize
human activity. The combination of these two sensors was used to recognize
whether a user was walking forward or backward, standing, sitting, turning or
taking the elevator. The inclusion of additional sensors can help improve the
recognition of specific activities, particularly when the information from an
accelerometer sensor was insufficient to correctly recognize them.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-4. Sensors used for recognizing user’s physical movements. (a) Five 3-axis
wireless accelerometers, a heart rate monitor and USB wireless receiver[57], (b)
The multimodal sensor board (top), a Bluetooth iMote (lower left), and USB
rechargeable battery board (lower right) [58].

Recently, the 3D accelerometer integrated in smartphones was also investigated as
a potential sensor for movement recognition. In [60], the accelerometer of a Nokia
N95 was used as a step counter. The results showed that such smartphones can
provide accurate step-counts, comparable to some of the commercial and dedicated
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step counter products, provided the phone is firmly attached to the body. The
DiaTrace project [61] uses a mobile phone with accelerometers for physical activity
monitoring. The prototype obtained accuracy of over 95% for activity types of
resting, walking, running, cycling and car driving. Researcher in [62] also used the
acceleration data collected with a Nokia N95 with K-nearest neighbor algorithm to
detect common movements [62]. This approach is regarded as suitable, since a
smartphone is getting more and more common and can be used as an unobtrusive
device for the purpose of activity recognition. However, the above investigations
did not compare the respective applied methods with other classification algorithms,
used in related investigations with one or multiple dedicated accelerometers. There
was also no investigation to compare performance related issues, such as
recognition speed and influence on the battery life of the smartphones.

There are also investigations in integrating sensors on garments for various
activity recognition tasks. A researcher from the ETH Zurich used tight-fitting
clothing and strain sensors to measure body posture [63]. The SMArt SHirt
(SMASH)

[64]

uses

accelerometers

integrated in

the

garment

for

potential

rehabilitation applications, such as movement and posture rehabilitation for children.
The Konnex unit has a TI's Mixed Signal Processor 430 (MSP430) microprocessor
and performs the designated pattern recognition tasks. The SMASH Gateways is
designed to acquire sensor data from the accelerometers and to perform feature
extraction on these data before sending them to the Konnex unit. University of
Passau used conductive textile based electrodes that are integrated in a garment to
detect specific activities such as chewing, swallowing, speaking or sighing [65].
This capacitive-based sensing approach measures capacitance changes inside the
human body that can give correlated information related to movements and shape
changes of muscle, skin, and other tissues [65]. These investigations using smart
garments are also seen as unobtrusive approaches. However, they are still
prototypes and proof of concepts garments. It is not possible to obtain one in the
commercial market for immediate usage and integration for everyday activities.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3-5. Prototypes in integrating sensors on garments. (a) Phone with integrated
sensor showing actual activity [61], (b) Architecture overview of a prototype
recognizing upper body postures using strain sensors [63].

Apart from body-worn sensors, there are also approaches that utilize small
sensors embedded in mobile devices and artifacts. The Technology Enabling
Awareness (TEA) project investigated how multiple sensor context awareness can
be realized in a self-contained device [66]. A TEA device, consists of photo
diodes, microphones, accelerometer, digital temperature sensor and touch sensor, as
well as a micro controller, can be attached to mobile devices for the use of
activity recognition [66,67]. Similar embedded sensor devices can also be integrated
in normal daily life objects. For example, Active Badge [68] uses RFID for the
recognition of the user's location. The MediaCup [69] is another example of a
recognition technology augmented non-computational artifact. The system can detect
context changes such as temperature of the cup, keyboard activities (via keyboard
clicking sound) and cup movements. The researchers in University of Linz
developed a cube with sensors such as accelerometer and gyroscope to be used as
a remote control device with tangible user interface for set-top boxes [70]. These
approaches are also considered as unobtrusive, as long as the sensor devices can be
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kept small and can be accepted by their potential users without requiring them to
make big adjustments in their everyday lives.

3.2 Activity Recognition Applications
A major area where activity recognition plays an important role is the health
care. With the possibility to detect activities automatically and reliably, advanced
services such as remote patient monitoring or therapy can be offered. For instance,
authors in [71] investigated detection of human motion states using the SenseWear
Pro2 sensor armband. They aim to use activity recognition for diagnosis of sleep
disorder, screening of treatment effort as well as monitoring of motions and
exercise prescription for patients with chronic disease. University of Karlsruhe [72]
used a dedicated acceleration sensor to monitor physical activity of a patient. By
combining ECG signal, blood-pressure and physical activity, the developed system
provides continuous monitoring of patients for the prevention or assisted therapy of
cardiovascular diseases in their daily lives. In the investigation of [73], the
pedometer and accelerometers were used to assist the quantification of the 6-minute
walk test (6MWT) performance for patients with Chronic Heart Failure (CHF).

Figure 3-6. Body-worn sensor for chronic disease patients. SenseWear Pro2
armband sensor for diagnosis of sleep disorder, screening of treatment and exercise
prescription [71].
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Figure 3-7. Overview of the CALM project which provides continuous monitoring
of patients for the prevention or assisted therapy of cardiovascular diseases [72].

The availability of activity contexts is also investigated and used in smart
environment and assisted living areas. This specific area of interest intends to use
the recognition to provide appropriate services and adaptations. The Gator Tech
Smart House [74], located in Gainesville, Florida, is a project that aims to create
assisting environments using sensors, actuators and services running on a middle
ware. Its goal is to realize homes with the ability to sense context information on
the buildings and their residents, such as arrival of new mails in the mailbox, sleep
pattern monitoring, contents in the refrigerator and floor that tracks location of the
occupants and fall detection. Another smart home project is the Managing An
Intelligent Versatile Home (MavHome) from the University of Texas of Arlington
[75]. With the use of sensor information, the MavHome intelligent agent predicts
next action of the inhabitant to automate the repetitive tasks for them. Activities
were recorded and analyzed to discover available patterns for the designated
prediction tasks. The iDorm1 and iDorm2 projects from the University of Essex
[76] used embedded agents to sense and recognize abnormal activities that take
place in an environment such as a flat.

Other applications of activity recognition for smart environment and assisted
living include energy management, safety and elderly care. For example, authors in
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[77] used wireless camera sensor nodes in a building to predict occupancy for the
rooms.

With

this

occupancy

information,

the

system

automatically

makes

adjustments and controls the heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC)
systems installed in the rooms. Researchers in [78] proposed a system using a
small sensor box with a built-in accelerometer to recognize three simple movements
sitting, standing and walking. The different electrical appliances in the room are
controlled via a management system by receiving different context information from
the users and the environment. The researchers at University of Washington and
Microsoft proposed a video surveillance system that analyzes video images to detect
new and unusual activities [79].

Another emerging application of activity recognition techniques focuses on how
users interact with devices. The utilization of wireless controller that recognizes
human gestures as game controls have been popular since the last few years.
Nintendo Wii game console as well as smartphones such as Apple iPhones, Nokia
N-series and Android-based phones are some examples that took advantage of this
possibility. The gesture-based game control has provided new experiences and new
ways to interact with the supported games. Besides gaming, these applications can
also provide more intuitive interaction between users and devices in a similar
manner. As mentioned earlier, the research area of tangible user interfaces
investigates how gestures and movements can be used for different purposes. For
example, the uWave gesture recognition system supports devices such as Wii
remote controller, custom-built micro-controller and smartphone. Applications tested
with the uWave system include gesture-based authentication and 3D mobile user
interface control. Duke University Durham presented the PhonePoint Pen system
that turns a Nokia N95 smartphone into a hand-writing and drawing tool [80].
These investigations have demonstrated possibilities for users to interact with
devices in a more natural and unobtrusive manner.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3-8. Utilizing smartphone for a gesture recognition. (a) Activity recognition
using accelerometer for the PowerSaver solutions [78], (b) Pretending the phone’s
corner to be the pen-tip [80].

3.3 Recognition Methodology
3.3.1 Learning Techniques
The types of recognition techniques are usually dependent on the types of
sensors and available data used in the respective investigations. Generally, the
methods used can be categorized into two main groups. The first group is the
supervised learning approach to train the given algorithm with labeled data to
generate models that can be used for the designated recognition. The second group
is known as unsupervised learning approach. It attempts to construct usable models
without the need of having the data labeled. In other words, the unsupervised
approach aims to discover available information within a set of unlabeled data that
allows future recognition. Typically, both methods do not work on the raw data
directly. The available measured data are first pre-processed to be transformed into
features. Selected learning algorithms are then applied to analyze these features to
draw useful observation and patterns from the transformed data.

The supervised learning methods are considered as the most predominantly
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applied approach in the field of activity recognition [81,82]. For example, simple
but efficient base-level classification algorithms such as the k-nearest neighbor,
decision

tree,

Naïve

Bayes

and

Bayesian

Network

were

used

in

various

investigations [83,84,85,87]. There are also investigations that used other base-level
classification algorithms such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) [86,88,89],
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [90,91] and neural network based classifiers [92,93].

It is also possible to combine more than one base-level classier or to reuse the
same base-level classier in multiple iteration in order to improve the recognition
accuracy. This approach, also known as meta-level classification, is also used in
different previous activity recognition investigations. For example, the meta-level
classifiers are used in investigations such as [94,95]. It is shown that the
meta-classifiers generally improve the recognition accuracies as compared to the
respective single base-level classifiers. Researchers in [58] has combined static
classifiers with HMM to improve the intended recognition accuracy.

The unsupervised learning methods are not as common as the supervised
approaches. A popular approach is to utilize clustering techniques to group similar
patterns found in the data as possible activities. In [96], authors have used
hierarchies of HMMs from audio and video data to perform unsupervised time
series clustering on activities. They also have applied the use of multiple
Eigenspaces to enable unsupervised learning of basic activities based on the
measured triaxial accelerometer data. Authors in [97] have shown that motifs
(recurring patterns) found in data can be detected using unsupervised methods such
as Symbolic Aggregate Approximation (SAX) technique developed by [98]. They
have investigated efficient approaches for multi variate motif discovery applicable
for different domains such as activity discovery using body-worn accelerometer and
gyroscope data. In the investigation of [82], an unsupervised fingerprint-based
algorithm has been proposed to recognize activities in a smart home environment
using a wearable RFID system.
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3.3.2 Feature Extraction Techniques
Feature extraction is a technique that enables the reduction of dimensionality of
the data and the discovery of useful patterns. A feature is defined as a new
attribute generated from the original raw data. Example of this technique can be
seen in various fields such as image processing and signal pattern matching.
Feature extraction is useful especially when the original data are not directly usable
for potential processing using algorithms such as classification or clustering. One
specific type of such data is a time series data. In [99], researchers stated that a
time series is not suitable to be directly analyzed and processed by classification
algorithms. Similarly, the accelerometer data, which are also time series, need to be
transformed to obtain suitable features that can be applicable in the activity
recognition processes.

3.3.2.1 Sliding Window
The first step in feature extraction process is to split the given accelerometer
data into data segments with a fixed interval. This technique is usually known as
the sliding window algorithm [100]. The algorithm is useful if one wishes to
compare the segments to discover recurring patterns. A data segment is grown until
it exceeds the given interval to form a so-called window. If no overlapping is
desired, the following window starts from where the previous window stops at.
This can be illustrated as in the Figure 3-9(a). In this figure, a time series sample
is split into m windows. Each window has a window length of four samples. An
overlapping sliding window has its following segments starting from a certain
position (depending on the percentage of the overlap) in the newly created segment.
An example is shown in Figure 3-9(b) where new data segments are generated
using a sliding window of four samples with 50% overlap.
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The sliding window technique is commonly used in previous investigations. The
accelerometer data are processed to produce three sets of data segments before the
feature extraction step is performed. Most of the investigations using classification
techniques selected 50% as the overlap percentage and the research described in
[101] used 75% overlapping. The use of overlapping windows has the advantage of
retaining the similarity of data segments. The repeated samples in two subsequent
windows may increase the similarity between them. It is also useful when the
sample size of the training data is relative small [102]. A set of training data
produces more instances with a higher percentage of overlapping than the same
training data with a lower percentage of overlapping.

(a) Sliding window with no overlapping

(b) Sliding window with 50 % overlapping
Figure 3-9. Data segmentation using sliding window technique [100,101].
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3.3.2.2 Computation and Transformation
For the classification-based activity recognition, feature extraction is an essential
process. As a comparison, the selected features in the previous investigations are
listed in Table 3-1. Among them, most frequently selected features are mean,
standard deviation and the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) energy. The choice of
simple statistic features is due to the simplicity and low computational cost.

Table 3-1. Features selected and evaluated in previous investigations.
Research works

No. of
Features

Features selected and evaluated

Mäntyjärvi et al. [101]

2

Principal Component Analysis (PCA),
Independent Component Analysis (ICA)

Huynh and Schiele [102]

2

mean, variance

Van Laerhoven
and Gellersen [103]

3

average, variance, peak set descriptors

Bao and Intille [3]

10

mean, variance or standard deviation,
frequency domain energy, frequency
domain entropy, correlation between axes

Ravi et al. [7]

4

mean, standard deviation, frequency
domain energy, correlation between axes

Kern et al. [52]

2

mean, variance

Pärkkä et al. [92]

5

peak frequency, median, peak power,
variance, sum of variances

3

mean of the sum of maximum and
standard deviation, zero-crossings, mean
of the standard deviation

Laerhoven and Cakmaci
[54]

The FFT features are suitable to identify movements with distinguishable
frequencies. Feature extraction involves the computation and transformation of the
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sliding windows into newer values. A simple example is to compute the mean
value for every window. The result of this computation is a new series of values
that represent mean of the original time series at a given interval. An example
illustration is shown in Figure 3-10, where two features have been computed using
mean and standard deviation for the given accelerometer data.

(a) Mean extracted from windows of 4 seconds

(b) Standard deviation extracted from windows of 4 seconds
Figure 3-10. Comparison between extracted mean values and extracted standard
deviation values of same accelerometer raw data.

The corresponding features shown in the Figure 3-10 reflect the acceleration
changes taken place in the top graph. For instance, the standard deviation values
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showed an increase and changes when the test user is in motion or when a
transition takes place in his movements. The mean values have less significant
differences between acceleration changes, but there are still noticeable patterns that
can be used to recognize the movements. Transformations such as mean and
standard deviation computations are relatively simpler features obtainable in the
time domain. There are also transformations that attempt to extract information and
patterns in another domain space such as frequency domain. This can be achieved
by using the

Fourier

transform method

to convert

the

time

series

to a

representation in the frequency domain. Regardless of the transformation choices,
the goal of feature extraction is to identify possibly enough different features that
help the recognition system to better differentiate and detect the correct movements.

There are five features have been selected to be evaluated. Mean, variance and
standard deviation are the selected simple statistic features. Besides that, two
frequency domain FFT-based features, energy and information entropy have also
been selected. The formulas for the selected features are listed in Table 3-2. The
mean of the acceleration value for each axis represents the DC component of the
acceleration data. The variance and standard deviation values are used to represent
the range of acceleration differences from the mean, which may be representative if
different movements demonstrate distinguishable ranges.

The FFT-based features (energy and information entropy) are chosen because the
frequency domain characteristics in the acceleration may be usable to discriminate
movements with different frequencies. The energy is calculated using the sum of
the squared FFT component magnitudes of the acceleration of each axis and
divided by the number of samples for normalization. Similarly, the information
entropy of the discrete FFT component magnitudes of the acceleration values is
also normalized. The information entropy may be used to support discrimination of
movements with similar energy values [54].
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Table 3-2. Formulas for the computation of the selected features.
Features

Formula

mean

 

  
  

variance

 
     

  







standard deviation





 

 

  

 

energy

information entropy


 
  






 
 ∙ln
ln    

  



The total number of samples for each feature is relatively smaller than the
original accelerometer data. For example, if the original data has 1000 samples and
a window interval of 10 is selected, the total number of samples for each feature
is 100 (with no overlapping) and 199 (with 50 % overlapping). Therefore, if the
feature extraction process is not computational complex, this reduction of the total
number of samples may help improve recognition speed, provided the number of
selected features are also kept relatively low, and the features are suitable and
applicable for the designated recognition.

3.4 Smartphone-based Activity Recognition
As the related work elaborated in the previous section 3.1 and 3.2, some of the
popular activity recognition approaches have proposed the use of body-worn
sensors. Different sensors are commonly placed at different parts of the body. The
two following examples have selected to show how the placement of sensors and
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corresponding devices was proposed. Researchers in [3] used 5 sensor boards on
different parts of the body such as arm, wrist, knee, ankle and waist. Each sensor
board consists of a biaxial accelerometer, four AAA batteries and a memory card
for storage. As shown in Figure 3-11, authors in [52] investigated activity
recognition using 12 body-worn triaxial accelerometers. Both investigations have
shown that accelerometer-based activity recognition can give up to around 90%
accuracy. However, in order to enable the recognition of basic activities, the
approaches suggest the use of a few sensors placed at fixed strategic positions
depending on the targeted activities.

(b)

(a)

Figure 3-11. Sensor replacements in two activity recognition researches using
body-worn sensors [3], [52].

In [87], authors claim that such approaches are obtrusive for a person. In the
investigation of [3], the authors mentioned that some of the experiment participants
have reported that they felt self conscious in public spaces. This was because the
sensor devices used were visually noticeable. Researchers in [7] stated that the
placement of sensors in multiple predefined locations can be quite obtrusive. They
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contended this as a limitation for common activity recognition approaches using
body-worn sensors [105]. There are also other people who have made similar
observations on the same issue. Authors in [58] suggested the use of a single
sensor placement as a less obtrusive alternative. Authors in [78] discussed on this
issue by saying that wearable multi-sensor solutions are very obtrusive since wired
techniques are used and needed most of the time and users have to strap sensors
with Velcro strips or even wear special suits for the intended recognitions. Instead
of placing different sensors on the person's body for continuous monitoring, we
propose to use unobtrusive and minimum number of devices. The person should
not consciously feel intruded or disturb with the number of sensors and the
placement of the sensors.

A smartphone can be seen as a potential unobtrusive sensor device. Currently,
most

smartphones

in

the

market

have

multiple

built-in

sensors,

such

as

accelerometer, microphone, proximity, GPS, light and so on. Particularly in the case
where the person already owns a smartphone, it is not necessary for him to use
additional device for sensor data collection. If there is such a demand in the near
future, additional external sensor devices can still be connected wirelessly to the
smartphone for data collection, processing, transfer and even evaluation. The
smartphone can be used as an alternative to current body-worn sensor devices
based on the following factor:

① The

available sensors are built-in. As long as the desired context can be

derived and recognized from the data of the built-in sensors, the users are not
required to use external sensors in order to collect needed information. In cases
where the need occurs, additional sensors and devices can be interfaced to
smartphones to extend necessary sensors other than the ones built-in. The
flexibility and the readiness of the smartphone as a sensor device are seen as
advantages.
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② The

smartphones already have many properties that enable activity recognition

related implementations. Most smartphones have relatively high processing power
and sufficient memory for data processing tasks. They also contain more than
adequate storage space for the storage of raw and computed data. The
smartphones also provide communication possibilities that allow information
exchange between user and external services. The smartphone itself can be seen
as a small computing device with common connectivity integrated.

③ A smartphone is likely to be with a user during daily activities. It can be seen
as a natural choice of an unobtrusive device. The chances of users feeling
awkward or uncomfortable will be much lower as compared to approaches that
affect the usage habits of the users.

④ Most smartphones have also relatively long operation durations. For an average
user, under normal usage patterns (some daily phone conversations and text
messages), a smartphone should have at least a day's operation time before a
recharge is required. With proper management for sensor data polling, whole
day sensor data collection and processing may be achievable.

A smartphone plays five main roles for the tasks of activity recognition. It is a
device that supports sensor, computing, storage, communication and user interaction.
The available built-in physical and virtual sensors can be used to acquire
information about the users and their environment. The acquired sensor data are
stored for storage and further context processing steps. If necessary, the sensor
information or the processed contexts can be sent to a remote server for further
storage and processing. The communication channels offered by a smartphone range
from short-range communication such as Bluetooth and Wireless Local Area
Network

(WLAN)

to

mobile

broadband

Telecommunications System (UMTS).
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such

as

Universal

Mobile

The accelerometer of a smartphone is seen as a good candidate as sensor device
for the desired activity recognition. It measures the acceleration of a person, which
correlates to his movements. Many users usually carry a smartphone with them
most of the time throughout a day [106]. If the measurable sensor information is
able to be used to derive implicit information that reveal their contexts, such as
their current activities and situations, the smartphone is an ideal all-in one device
that complements the existing approaches.

3.5 Context Fusion
3.5.1 Fusion Techniques
Many well-developed algorithms can be applied to the competitive type of
context fusion. The commonly used sensor fusion techniques for activity and
context recognition are classical and Bayesian inference, voting, and fuzzy logic
[115]. This section examines these commonly used sensor fusion methods in order
to choose one as a module for fusing activity labels from both accelerometer and
audio classifier.

3.5.1.1 Classical Sensor Fusion
The classical inference method and Bayesian inference network method are often
referred as the classical or canonical sensor fusion methods because not only they
are the most widely used, but also they are the bases of, or the starting points for,
many new methods. Classical inference methods seek to judge the validity of a
proposed hypothesis based on empirical probabilities. Given an assumed hypothesis

 (a contextual fact is true or an event has happened), the joint probability 
that an observation  would be reported by the sensors is:
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(1)

Many decision rules can be used to form the judgment in the classical inference
method [116]. For example, the likelihood comparison rule suggests accepting the
hypothesis  if the probability relationship satisfies Equation (2), otherwise, the
system should believe that the contextual fact or event is not true or has not
happened.

          

(2)

Another example of the decision rules is to use statistical significant test
techniques. In the case where there are several alternative hypotheses, then the joint
probability for each hypothesis needs to be computed and the results compared.
The classical inference method quantitatively compares the probability that an
observation can be attributed to a given assumed hypothesis. But it has the
following major disadvantages [117]. (i) difficulty in obtaining the density functions
that describe the observables used to classify the object, (ii) complexities that arise
when multi variate data are encountered, (iii) its capability to assess only two
hypotheses at a time, and (iv) its inability to take direct advantage of a priori
likelihood probabilities. Bayesian inference overcomes some of these limitations by
updating the likelihood of a hypothesis given a previous likelihood estimate and
additional new observations. It is applicable when two or more hypotheses are to
be assessed. Given the observed phenomena or evidence , Bayesian inference
calculates the likelihood    that the contextual fact or event  should be
true or should have occurred in the form of [117]:
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(3)

where,    is the a priori probability that the contextual fact or event  has
occurred;    is the likelihood that the phenomenon or evidence  can be
observed given the contextual fact or event  has occurred.

3.5.1.2 Voting Fusion
Voting sensor fusion imitates voting as a means for human decision-making. It
combines detection and classification declarations from multiple sensors by treating
each sensor’s declaration as a vote, and the voting process may use majority or
decision-tree rules. The most commonly used voting architecture is a Boolean
combination of outputs from multiple sensors, where additional discrimination can
be introduced via weighting each sensor’s specific declaration [116,117].

The principle of the underlying mechanism of voting fusion is estimation of the
joint detection probability based on the participating sensors detection confidence
levels, which are in turn based on predetermined detection probabilities for an
object or an event. Given that all sensors�observations are independent and
non-nested, the probability that a hypothesis is true can be estimated as illustrated
by the following example. For the proposition the context fact  is true or event

 occurs, the inputs of voting fusion are the sensor  and ’s detection
probabilities    and   , and their false alarm probabilities    and

  . The outputs of the voting algorithms are the detection probability   
and the false alarm probability   , as shown in Equations (4) and (5).

          ∩  

(4)

          ∩  

(5)
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The voting method greatly simplifies the sensor fusion process, and it can
provide a prediction of object detection probability as well as false alarm
probability. However, voting fusion is more suitable with 'yes/no' problems like the
classical inference method. This granularity of reasoning, generally speaking, is not
good enough for multiple status context discrimination, which is often required in
context-aware computing applications. For a multiple status problem to be solved
using the voting method, it has to be converted into multiple 'yes/no' problems
first. Further, the more serious disadvantage inherent in the voting fusion method is
that it treats each 'yes/no' problem separately rather than taking them as a whole
package.

3.5.1.3 Fuzzy Logic Method
The fuzzy logic method accommodates imprecise states or variables. It provides
tools to deal with context information that is not easily separated into discrete
segments and is difficult to model with conventional mathematical or rule-based
schemes. One example of such information kind is the room temperature: though it
is commonly referred to with some descriptive words like 'cold', 'warm' or 'hot', it
does not have hard boundaries between these states.

There are three primary elements in a fuzzy logic system, namely, fuzzy sets,
membership functions, and production rules. Fuzzy sets consist of the imprecisely
labeled groups of the input and output variables that characterize the fuzzy system,
like the 'cold', 'warm' and 'hot' status in the above example of room temperature.
Each fuzzy set has an associated membership function to provide a representation
of its scope and boundaries. A variable of a fuzzy set takes on a membership
value between the limits of 0 and 1, with 0 indicating the variable is not in that
state and 1 indicating it is completely in that state. An intermediate membership
value means a 'fuzzy' state, somewhat between the 'crisp' limits. A variable may
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belong to more than one fuzzy set. For example, a room temperature of 90°F may
be regarded simultaneously as 0.25 'warm' and 0.65 'hot'.

Production rules specify logic inference in the form of IF-THEN statements,
which are also often referred to as fuzzy associative memory. The basic algorithm
is that the 'AND' operation returns the minimum value of its two arguments, and
the 'OR' operation returns the maximum value of its two arguments. The output
fuzzy set is defuzzified to convert the fuzzy values, represented by the logical
products and consequent membership functions, into a fixed and discrete output that
can be used by target applications.

Regarding human-users contextual information, there is a broad range of 'fuzzy'
situations, where the boundaries between sets of values are not sharply defined,
events occur only partially, or the specific mathematical equations that govern a
process are not known. With its capability of dealing with this kind of information,
and with its cheap computation to solve very complicated problems, the fuzzy logic
method is expected to develop extensively in some context-aware computing
applications.

The fuzzy logic sensor fusion method provides an effective tool to handle
requirements of human daily-life, where imprecision is an inherent property in
nature. However, the fuzzy logic sensor fusion method cannot be the main sensor
fusion method in a generalizable architectural solution in building a context-aware
computing system for two reasons. First, it is not applicable to situations where the
objects inherently have clear-cut boundaries (e.g., it does not make sense to say,
this is 0.6 person-A and 0.4 person-B). Second, the fuzzy set, membership function
assignment,

and

production

rules

are

usually

extremely

domain-

and

problem-specific, making it difficult to implement the method as a general
approach.
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3.5.1.4 Neural Network Method
Neural networks open a new door for fusing outputs from multiple sensors. A
neural network can be thought of as a trainable non-linear black box suitable for
solving problems that are generally ill defined and that otherwise require large
amounts of computation power to solve. A neural network consists of an array of
input nodes to accept sensors’ output data, one or a few output nodes to show
sensor fusion results, and sandwiched in between the input and output nodes is a
network of interconnecting data paths. The weights along these data paths decide
the input-output mapping behavior, and they can be adjusted to achieve desired
behavior. This weight-adjusting process is called training, which is realized by
using a large number of input-output pairs as examples.

The neural network training process can be simplified as follows. From the input
nodes to output nodes, the data-path network provides many ways to combine
inputs: those that lead to the desired output nodes are strengthened, whereas those
that lead to undesired output nodes are weakened. Thus, after using the large
number of input-output pair as training examples to adjust weights, the input data
are more easily transferred to desired output nodes through the strengthened paths.
The neural networks can work in a high-dimensional problem space and generate
high-order nonlinear mapping. Many successful applications have been reported.
However, it has some well-known drawbacks too. The three major problems are (i)
it is difficult to select a network architecture that reflects the underlying physical
nature of the particular applications; (ii) training a network is typically tedious and
slow, and (iii) training can easily end up with local minima, as there is no
indication whether the global minimum has been found [118].

The neural network method is not suitable for the main sensor fusion method
mainly because of the drawbacks. First, the mapping mechanism is not well
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understood even if the network can provide the desired behavior - only in the
simplest toy-like problems does examination of the weights in the trained network
give any clue as to the underlying analytical connection between the inputs and
outputs. Thus, such a solution cannot be easily generalized. Second, the neural
network method is, generally speaking, not suitable to work in a dynamic sensor
configuration environment, because each sensor needs a unique input node and each
possible sensor-set configuration needs to be specifically trained. Third, the neural
network sensor fusion method has the ‘local minimum problem’ during its training
process, which cannot be easily overcome.

3.5.2 Fusion-based Classification Model
Local model assumes that each sensor node performs classification individually
without

communicating

and

cooperating

with

others.

Figure

3-12

illustrates

processing model of local classification, which consists of (i) a number of sensors
providing input to the classifier, (ii) the classifier, which is responsible for activity
recognition and determining the belogness of each instance to an activity class, and
(iii) classification output, which is called activity. One should note that not all
sensor nodes need to have the same classifiers.

Figure 3-12. Local classification model.
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The local approach is simple and works fine in situations, in which the sensor
nodes are highly accurate and not prone to noises. However, generally speaking
sensors, sensor nodes, and communication links are not always reliable and their
failure is a common practice. Fusion-based classification model tolerates individual
sensor and sensor node failures and involves more than one sensor node in the
classification process. By doing so, it ensures that there are always some sensor
nodes contributing to the classification process and compensating for the errors. The
fusion-based approach uses the basic notions of the local approach and lets
individual sensor nodes first classify and detect activities on their own.

Then, the classification results are all sent to a fusing / voter node (e.g., a
cluster head) to reach a consensus. Figure 3-13 illustrates processing model of
fusion-based classification. Similar to the local model, not all sensor nodes
(including the fusing node) need to have the same classifiers. In this thesis we use
fusion-based classification model for activity recognition.

Figure 3-13. Fusion-based classification model.
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Chapter 4.
Comprehensive Activity Recognition
Framework
In this thesis, the major contribution is to propose novel framework for
smartphone which enable to utilize multimodal sensors on smartphone and support
on-line processing as described in section 1.3. A comprehensive activity recognition
framework is consisted of accelerometer classifier, audio classifier, heuristic-based
result validation and user interface modules. Because of a proposed framework is
conceptual architecture, specific algorithms for each steps in sub-modules are
represented in this chapter.

For an accelerometer data processing, mixture model which is suitable for
representing multiple distributions of collected data is chosen because of using
multiple dimensions of features. Before modeling and classifying acceleration data,
a prior processing including feature extraction and selection generates bunch of
features to be used for a classification. In proposed framework, Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM) is used for the acceleration data classification. Also it fits to
process mean and variance value [113]. Other classification techniques such as
Gaussian Process is more appropriate for considering small number of variables or
features. For the audio classification, Hidden Markov Model (HMM) algorithm is
used for training and testing audio data because the module needs to be classify

—

—

only two activities bus and subway and requires running on a smartphone in
real-time. There are other audio classification algorithms such as Conditional
Random Field (CRF) and Support Vector Machine (SVM), but proposed approach
using HMM is lighter than other algorithms and it fits in classifying similar audio
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data both collected from bus and subway [114].

Overall architecture of the proposed Comprehensive Activity Recognizer (CAR) is
described in Figure 4-1. CAR classifies several activities including ambulatory
activities such as walking, jogging or still and transportation activities

– bus and

subway. Later section describes specific techniques for accelerometer classifier,
audio classifier and heuristic based result validation. Also provides how two
different classification results from accelerometer and audio classifier are combined
for recognizing activities.

Figure 4-1. Overall architecture of the comprehensive activity recognition
framework.
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The system starts by recording three seconds of accelerometer data and then
classifying those data into two categories:

—

- Ambulatory activities Walking, Jogging or Still
- Transportation

For classifying ambulatory activities and transportation, acceleration data from
accelerometer is utilized. If collected data has regular pattern such as walking,
jogging and still, the system classify it as an ambulatory activity, but if it shows
an irregular pattern, the output is regarded as transportation. If the output is
‘ambulatory activities’, the system determines whether the user is walking or
jogging at a reasonable speed based on the speed information from the GPS
interface. If the speed is reasonable or if a GPS signal is not available, the system
outputs the final recognized context. Occasionally, a running bus may be
mis-recognized as ‘walking’ or ‘jogging’ and in such a case, the speed validation
module will redirect the next processing step to the ‘transportation’ branch. In the
‘transportation’ branch, the system first determines whether a transition point
occurred (i.e., the previous recognized context was not ‘transportation’). Then, if a
transition point did occur, the audio recorder will activate to record another three
seconds of audio data. The system will then classify these three seconds of sound
into three categories:

- Bus
- Subway
- Others (all other sound that is not a bus or a subway)

The result of the audio classifier can be further validated using a Wi-Fi pattern.
More specifically, subway systems possess only a small number of well-known
Wi-Fi services, and private wireless networks are nearly non-existent inside
subways. In contrast, buses run on streets where private wireless networks from the
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passing buildings are abundant and often appear in the user range only to disappear
a short time later. Consequently, these different Wi-Fi patterns can be used to
validate the result of the audio classifier and avoid ambiguity in recognizing a bus
and a subway.

Further validation can be done through the use of GPS readings, if available. For
example, manually prerecorded the locations of all the subway stations in Seoul,
which totaled around 100 stations. Hence, if a user approaches a subway, his latest
location should be near a station (i.e., within a radius of 200 m). In short, the
proposed system makes use of several sensors, including the accelerometer, audio
tool, GPS, and Wi-Fi, and is able to recognize at least five different contexts:

- User is walking
- User is jogging
- User is riding a bus
- User is riding a subway
- Other contexts (the context that is not one of the above four target contexts)

The system mainly employs the accelerometer and audio recordings to classify
the contexts. It uses extra information from the GPS and Wi-Fi systems to validate
the results of the classification modules.

4.1 Accelerometer Classification
4.1.1 Feature Extraction and Selection
In proposed system, instead of using a single method, several kinds of
well-known feature extraction techniques are utilized to construct a high number of
features; then select the best features using own feature selection algorithms. The
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following features are considered:

- Time domain features: standard deviation, mean crossing rate, Pearson
correlation coefficients
- Frequency domain features [3]
- Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) features [51]

Since there are a large number of features, using all of them may not increase
the accuracy due to the problem known as ‘the curse of dimensionality.’
Consequently, it is necessary to select the best features from the extracted ones in
order to construct a good feature set. The proposed method [53] measures the
quality of a feature based on two criteria: the relevancy of the feature (or the
classification power) and the redundancy of the feature (or the similarity between
two selected features). These two criteria are computed from the mutual information
of the feature as described in Equations (6) and (8):

  
Rel(X) = 
log 

(6)

where X is a feature variable, C is a class variable, and   is the state space of
C. Note that I(C;X) is the mutual information between C and X, which can be
calculated by:

   

  log 
 


∈  ∈ 



(7)

where   is the state space of the variable X; p(c,x), p(c), and p(x) are,
respectively, the joint and marginal probability distributions:

  
Red(X,Y) = 
log  
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(8)

Algorithm 1. Feature Quantization.
1: Input:

M – Total number of features

2:

X(1..M) – Training data

3:

Δ – The quantization error

4: Output: N – Number of quantization levels
5:
Y(1..M) – Quantized data
6: Quantization
7:

N = 2;

8:

while 1 do

9:
10:

MaxError = −1e+16;
for m

= 1 to M do

11:

Upper = max(X(m));

12:

Lower = min(X(m));

13:

Step = (Upper – Lower) / N;

14:

Partition = [Lower : Step : Upper];

15:

CodeBook = [Lower – Step, Lower : Step : Upper];

16:

[Y(m), QError] = Quantiz(X(m),

17:

if QError

MaxError = QError;

18:
19:

end if

20:

end for

21:

if MaxError

22:

< Δ then

break;

23:

end if

24:

N = N

25:

> MaxError then

+ 1;

end while

26: end Quantization
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Partition, CodeBook);

Algorithm 2. Greedy Forward Searching for Feature Selection.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:

M – Total number of features
N – Total number of data samples
K – Number of features to be selected
X – Training data matrix (M × N)
C – Class labels (1 × N)
Output: S – The index vector of the selected features (1 × K)
Forward
S = Φ;
for m = 1 to M do
Xm = Xm−μ(Xm);
Xm = Xm / σ(Xm);
end for
X = Quantiz(X);
for k = 1 to K do
BestScore = −1e+16;
BestIndex = 0;
for i = 1 to M do
if Xi not in S then
f = 0; c = 0;
for Xj in S do
c = c + 1; f = f + Red(Xi, Xj);
end for
f = Rel(Xi) – f/c;
if (f > BestScore) then
BestScore = f;
BestIndex = i;
end if
end if
end for
S = {S, BestIndex};
end for
end Forward
Input:
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In the above Equations (6) and (8), the mutual information can be computed by
summing over the state space of the variable; therefore, the variables should be
discretized before such a calculation can be performed. The discretization algorithm
is illustrated in Algorithm 1. Once the relevance and the redundancy have been
computed, well-known searching mechanism called ‘greedy forwarding’ is used to
gradually extend the selection of features. The whole selection process is illustrated
in Algorithm 2.

4.1.2 Gaussian Mixture Classifier
After extracting and selecting features, let us assume that   is a training data
matrix (N × K) for class C, where each row is a training sample, and each
column is a feature value. Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is used to determine
the parametric probability density function of each class, denoted by     ,
where  is the parameter set that includes the mixing weights and individual
Gaussian mean vectors and covariance matrices:

   



  







  

(9)

where N is a Gaussian distribution and is given by:









      
      ′      






 




(10)

The mixing weights must satisfy the following condition:


  





(11)

During the training phase, the parameters      are determined to
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maximize the training data likelihood      . In the inference phase, given all
the class parameter sets λC1, λC2,

…

, λCm and an input vector x, the class

label is determined by:

  arg  

Figure 4-2 shows that the two different activities

(12)

–

walking and jogging

–

have different distribution of extracted features. In this example, among twelve
features the classifier used, standard deviation and mean crossing rate of X-axis
sensor data are used. The other ambulatory activities also classified by this
methodology with twelve different features from raw sensor data

– Mean, Standard

deviation, Mean Crossing Rate of X, Y and Z axis sensor data, and even XY, YZ
and ZX correlation data are employed.

Figure 4-2. Classification visualization example of walking and jogging activities.
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4.2 Audio Classification
For the audio classification module, collected audio signal is processed throughout
several procedures. At first, analog signal formatted audio data is transformed to
discrete data using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Then features are extracted from
transformed data. MFCCs [5] features are utilized in proposed framework and the
conventional classification method using the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) trains
and classifies human activities such as riding a bus or subway. Figure 4-3
illustrates the audio classification module.

Figure 4-3. General sequence of the audio classification module.

4.2.1 MFCC Feature Extraction
Before the computation of MFCCs, a pre-emphasis filter is applied to the input
audio signal x(n), which eliminates the high frequencies:

     

(13)

Next, the filtered signal is divided into shorter frames and multiplied with a
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Hamming window function such that:




    cos 




(14)

  

(15)

where N is the length of a window.

The feature extraction component then transforms the signal frames into the
frequency domain using a discrete Fourier transform (DFT):

        
       
    

(16)

(17)

where R and I are the real and imaginary parts of the Fourier transform
respectively. The magnitude spectrum, P(n), is then multiplied with Mel filter bands
as follows:






  





  




(18)
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(19)

(20)


  log    


(21)

The MFCCs are finally extracted by applying a discrete cosine transform to

  :
 

 





 




 cos

(22)

where M is the number of Mel filters and MFCC(k) is the  coefficient.

4.2.2 Hidden Markov Model
A hidden Markov model (HMM) is a parametric model that determines the
characteristics of data sequences. A HMM parameter set is defined as follows:

    

(23)

where  is a 1 × N vector containing the prior probability distribution of N states,
A is a N × N transition probability matrix, and B is a set of N observation density
functions. In this case, the continuous input where B was defined as:


  





  

(24)

…

where i = 1,2, ,N indicates the state index, M is the number of Gaussian
components,  is the mixing weight of the  Gaussian component, and

  is a Gaussian density function with mean  and covariance matrix
 .

In the training phase of the HMM, given the input sequence       ,
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the model parameters are updated to maximize the training likelihood   .
More details about the training algorithm can be found in [107]. After the training
phase, each audio class has a corresponding HMM defined by the parameter sets
   .

In

the

inference

phase,

given

an

input

sequence

      , the likelihood of X given a HMM can be computed by:

   





 

   

     



      

(25)

where        is a hidden state value at time t and ∈    . The
likelihood is calculated by using a forward or backward algorithm as described in
[107]. Ultimately, the final class label is decided by:

   ∈     

Figure 4-4. Overall process of audio classification.
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(26)

Figure 4-4 shows the whole process of audio classification. Once the audio
samples are collected, it is transformed from time domain data to frequency domain
using the Fast Fourier Transform. Then 37 MFCC features are extracted from each
audio samples for training and classification. Proposed audio classifier utilizes
HMM algorithm for classification. The reason why HMM algorithm is chosen for
training and testing audio data is that the module needs to be classify only two

—

—

activities bus and subway and requires running on a smartphone in real-time.
Also HMM is relatively lighter than other audio classification algorithms such as
CRF and SVM.

Figure 4-5. Overall process of the context fusion.
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4.3 Hierarchical Context Fusion
In both accelerometer and audio classifier, activity labels of human’s behavior
and context are generated using GMM and HMM algorithm-based classification
processes. Once these information are generated, they are delivered to the
heuristic-based result validation sub-module. Main role of the module is to combine
both activity labels from accelerometer and audio classifier for making final
decision. Figure 4-5 represents the overall process to recognize human’s activity
information

using

hierarchical

approach.

For

combining

each

outputs

of

accelerometer and audio classifier, we have applied several rules for fusing
contexts. In this chapter, the steps and rules for fusing outputs of two classifier are
introduced.

Step 1. Record 3 seconds of Accelerometer Data - When the recognition process
begins, the system records 3-axis accelerometer data for 3 seconds. Collected raw
sensor data will be delivered to the accelerometer classifier for recognizing
ambulatory activities.

Step 2. Classify Accelerometer Data

– As described in section 4.1, some features

for classification are extracted from collected raw sensor data. Then the module
decides that the activity is ambulatory or not. If the result of the accelerometer
classification

is a ‘Transportation’ activity, the process goes to the step 3. But if

the result is an ‘Ambulatory activities’, it goes to the step 4 by applying Rule 1.

Rule 1.
if result label == ‘transportation’, then go to step 3;
else if result label ∊ ambulatory activities(Walking, Jogging,
Still), then go to step 4;
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Step 3. Record 3 seconds of Audio Data - When the result of accelerometer
classification is transportation, the system records environmental sound for 3
seconds. Collected raw audio data will be delivered to the audio classifier for
recognizing transportation activities.

Step 4. Moving Speed Validation using GPS

– If

the classification result is one

of the ambulatory activities, the systems validates the result with speed information
using GPS. This step checks the current moving speed and confirm current activity
label among 3 activities(Walking, Jogging and Still). If moving speed is irregularly
high, the process goes to the step 3, but if it is too low, it goes to the step 1 by
applying Rule 2.

Rule 2.
if current speed >= 3 km/h and current speed <= 15 km/h, then
confirm current activities;
else if current speed < 3 km/h, then go to step 3;
else if current speed > 15 km/h, then go to step 1;

Step 5. Classify Audio Data

– As described in section 4.2, if the current activity

is ‘transportation’ the systems tries to recognize what transportation method the use
is currently riding by using environmental audio data. If the result of the audio
classification

is an ‘Others’ activity, it confirms current activity label. But if the

result is one of the ‘Transportation’ activities, it goes to the step 6 by applying
Rule 3.

Rule 3.
if result label == ‘others’, then confirm current activity;
else if result label ∊ transportation activities(Bus, Subway),
then go to step 6;
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Step 6. Wi-Fi Access Point and GPS Location Validations

– If

the classification

result is one of the transportation activities, the systems validates the result with
registered Wi-Fi Access Point information and location information using GPS. This
step checks the current location is in the registered locations. If Wi-Fi pattern is
not matched to the registered patterns, the process goes back to the step 1, but if
not it confirms current activity label.

Rule 4.
if

current

AP

name

∊

registered_Wi-Fi_AP_list,

or

current

location ∊ registered_GPS_location_list, then confirm current
activities;
else if current AP name ∉ registered_Wi-Fi_AP_list, then go to
step 1;
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Chapter 5.
Lightweight

Activity

Recognition

Framework
As described in Chapter 4, the proposed comprehensive activity recognizer
collects activity data from multimodal sensors and classifies five activities. But the
proposed framework is a conceptual architecture so various classification or
extraction algorithms can be selected depending on the target system. In this
chapter, lightweight activity recognition framework which activity modeling and
classification are run on same platform for mobile devices such as smartphone is
proposed.

In section 3.4, several advantages of smartphone-based activity recognition are
described. The first one is an availability of various sensor devices embedded in.
So the user are not required to use external sensors in order to collect needed
information. The flexibility and readiness of the smartphone as a sensor device are
also seen as advantages. The second one is that the smartphones already have
many properties that enable activity recognition related implementations. it provides
processing capability, adequate storage space and communication ability etc. The
third one is that a smartphone is likely to be with a user during daily activities.
So the system easily acquires activity and context data from users in unobtrusive
way. The last one is that the most smartphones have also relatively long operation
durations. In order to recognize whole day activities of users, a smartphone should
have at least a day’s operation time before a recharge is required. Current
smartphone has already sufficient reliability of operating system and battery power.
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Figure 5-1. Overall architecture of proposed lightweight activity recognition
framework.

For the lightweight activity classification framework, Naïve Bayes algorithm is
used as a basic algorithm for recognizing human’s activities. If the activity
information of users is matched to the candidate which has highest possibilities
among pre-constructed activities models, the one is chosen by the algorithm. And
the algorithm must be lightweight and fast especially if the target platform is a
mobile devices such as smartphone. There is a comparison of several classification
methodologies in [108]. It shows that Naïve Bayes classifier achieves the fastest
modeling time than other machine learning algorithms.

Although the Naïve Bayes classifier generates activity model fast, it has several
limitation such as relatively low processing speed, hard to apply into mobile
environment which has less resources. First, in modeling phase - extracting features
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from collected data

–

memory error can be happened because of insufficient

memory allocation in mobile device. Second, one of the inherent characteristics of
Naïve Bayes classifier, every attribute have same priority, causes lower accuracy of
posterior probability. So in order to resolve above problems, Adaptive Naïve Bayes
(A-NB) is proposed.

5.1 Naïve Bayes Classifier
Naïve Bayes based on Bayes theorem is a statistical classification method which
can estimate the possibility of a given sample. Compare to existing machine
learning algorithm – Decision Tree or NN – it results higher accuracy and speed
on large-scale database. Also it processes fast and requires relatively low resources
than HMM, GMM and SVM [109]. Naïve Bayes probabilistic model assumes that
sample data  to  are included to independent class C. The probability of C
after the sample data  are collected is      and it called a
posteriori probability. In order to calculate      ,

    and 

are required. These can be estimated by trained data and it called boundary
probability. By using Bayes’ theorem a posteriori is defined as below:

   
     
    
Only considering a maximization of     

(27)

because    

has equal values to every class. If it is not able to know the boundary probability
of the class, only      might be considered.      is calculated
by independent assumption of Naïve Bayes. As a result,  can be classified
as the class which has the biggest posteriori probability. So the posteriori
probability is defined as below:
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max       

 



(28)

In above equation, C is a probability of given class is class i,  is a
probability of ith attribute,  is a probability of class C among whole class and
  is a probability of specific attribute of class C. So the maximum posteriori
probability max is selected after calculating each classes.

By the way, if a sample data  is a classification attribute contains one value
out of several limited values, a calculation of   is easy by traditional
probability equation. But the training data for activity recognition is mostly
continuos value. In this case, distribution of probability is utilized for calculating
conditional probability. If the mean value of  in class C is  and distribution is
 , gaussian distribution is utilized for representing a distribution of  .



     





   



(29)

5.2 Adaptive Naïve Bayes Algorithm
A lightweight activity recognition framework utilized multiple sensor data which
embedded in a smartphone. So the lightweight modeling and recognition algorithm
are required because of the limitation of resources. Also the Naïve Bayes performs
relatively low accuracy because of its inherent characteristics. So Naïve Bayes
based lightweight classification algorithm A-NB which enables activity modeling
and recognition in a Smartphone is proposed.

When building activity model using a Naïve Bayes, complexity of calculation is
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dependant on a number of sample data . If considering factors are increased, data
overhead has happened while calculating mean value  and distribution  of data

 . Upon the processing environment, memory overflow could be happened in
mobile environment. It causes not only activity recognition performance but also
total systems delay.

In order to resolve the problem happened in mobile environment, A-NB
algorithm is proposed. For overcoming memory overflow which can happened
during real-time activity training, A-NB calculate the mean and distribution values
of data  periodically. While total training time, if the number of calculated mean
and distribution is j,  has the matrix below:

             

(30)

where j is a number of time slices. Proposed A-NB calculate total mean value by
combining  to

 , total distribution value by mean value of  to  .



′ 

 ′max       

 



(31)

In order to calculate ′  value, equation (29) is transformed to equation (32)




 ′    



  



(32)

 is a mean value of    ,  is also mean value of distribution    .
So the mean and distribution are calculated by data sample  , and by using these
values posteriori probability  ′   and  ′max are able to calculated.
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5.3 Hierarchical Activity Recognition Framework
Although

the

activity

recognition

using

multimodal

sensors

can

increase

recognizable activities and enable to recognize various situations, it lowers the
accuracy of recognition result because of the classifier is required to consider more
factors from input data. In order to overcome above weakness, HARF which
recognize activities in hierarchical approach has been proposed. Life log includes
not only recognition of a simple act, but also visit a specific location and boarding
of the vehicle etc. Also considering that there may have different meanings
depending on the location, activities can be classified as 3 types. Table 5-1 shows
each activities in different categories and sensors required to recognize them.

Table 5-1. Activity categorization for hierarchical activity recognition.
Type

Area

Activity

Sensors

Walking
Home
Location &
Multimodal sensor

Sitting
Standing
Walking

Office

Sitting
Standing
Walking

based activity
recognition
Outdoor

Accelerometer,
Gyroscope, Proximity
and GPS

Sitting
Standing
Jogging
Waiting bus at bus stop

Location based
activity recognition

Outdoor

Having meal at cafeteria
Exercising at gym

GPS

Visiting a park
Heuristic based
activity recognition

Accelerometer,
Outdoor

Riding a car

Gyroscope, Proximity,
GPS and Heuristic Rule
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5.4 Hierarchical Activity Fusion
In both L/W accelerometer classifier and location-aware engine, activity labels of
human’s behavior and current location are generated. Once these information are
delivered to the activity fusion sub-module, it tries to combine both information for
making final decision.

Figure 5-2. Overall process of the activity fusion.

Figure

5-2

represents

the

overall

process

to

recognize

human’s

activity

information using hierarchical approach. It shows the real-time activity recognition
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process based on tha A-NB algorithm. If the A-NB is applied to activity
recognition, classification is performed using location information first and heuristic
approach is applied as described in Table 5-1. Once recognition is performing,
system recognize the location first for differentiating indoor(Home and Office) and
outdoor. But the user is at unregistered location, the system only uses physical
sensor data. In this chapter, the steps and rules for fusing outputs of two classifier

– L/W accelerometer classifier and location aware engine - are introduced.

Step 1. Collect activity data from smartphone sensors - When the recognition
process begins, the system collects activity data from 3-axis accelerometer, 3-axis
gyroscope, GPS and proximity sensor. Collected raw sensor data will be delivered
to the accelerometer classifier and location-aware engine for recognizing current
activities.

Step 2. Compare current location with registered list

–

As described in section

5.3, the system compares the current location with registered location list(Home,
Office) first. If the current location is in registered location lists, the process goes
to the step 3. But if the current location is not in the list, it goes to the step 8 by
applying Rule 5.

Rule 5.
if current location ∊ registered_list, then go to step 3;
else if current location ∉ registered_list, then go to step 8;

Step 3. Location-based AR

–

If the current location is in registered locationion

list, the system differentiate location-based in this step. If the current location is in
the registered list and location-aware AR, the process goes to the step 4. But if the
current location is one of the ‘Home’ or ‘Office’, it goes to the Step 5 by
applying Rule 6.
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Rule 6.
if current location ∊ Location-based AR, then go to step 4;
else

if

current

location

==

‘Home’

or

current

location

==

‘Office’, then go to step 5;

Step 4. Recognize location using GPS data

– If the current location is one od the

location-based AR, the system confirms current activity among registered outdoor
activity lists - Waiting bus at bus station, Having a meal at cafeteria, Exercising at
gym or Visiting a park

– by applying Rule 7.

Rule 7.
if current location ∊ outdoor_registered_list, then confirm
current activities(Waiting bus at bus station, Having a meal at
cafeteria, Exercising at gym or Visiting a park);

Step 5. Extract features from Multimodal Sensors

–

In this step, the system

extracts some features for a recognition from collected raw sensor data. Mean,
Standard Deviation feature are utilized for A-NB algorithm.

Step 6. Recognize activities using A-NB algorithm

– As described in section 5-2,

Naïve Bayes based recognition algorithm is used for recognizing activities in
real-time manner. If the classification result is one of the physical movement
activities in both ‘Home’ or ‘Office’, the systems confirms activity label among
‘Walkinh’, ‘Sitting’ or ‘Standing’ by applying Rule 8.

Rule 8.
if

result

label

∊

indoor

activities,

activities(Walking, Jogging or Standing);
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then

confirm

current

Step 7. Extract features from Multimodal Sensors

–

In this step, the system

extracts some features for a recognition from collected raw sensor data. Mean,
Standard Deviation feature are utilized for A-NB algorithm.

Step 8. Recognize activities using A-NB algorithm

– As described in section 5-2,

Naïve Bayes based recognition algorithm is used for recognizing activities in
real-time manner. If the classification result is one of the physical movement
activities in ‘Outdoor’, the process goes to the step 9 for validation.

Step 9. Result Validation

–

If the classification result is one of the outdoor

activities, the system validates whether the current activity is ‘Riding a car’ activity
of not using moving speed from GPS sensor. So if the current moving speed is
over 25 km/h, the system confirms the activity label. But if not, it confirms the
activity label among 4 outdoor activities

– by applying Rule 9.

– Walking, Sitting, Standing and Jogging

Rule 9.
if moving speed >= 25 km/h, then confirm current activity as
‘Riding a car’;
else

if

moving

speed

<

25

km/h,

then

confirm

current

activities(Walking, Sitting, Standing or Jogging);

5.5 Implementation of the A-NB based HARF
For an evaluating the proposed algorithm in smartphone environment, a real-time
activity training and recognition system called pARNL (Personalized Activity
Recognizer and Logger) is proposed. Implementation using the pARNL enables
personalized activity recognition and life-logging and users can add or monitoring
their own activities of contexts. pARNL is described as Figure 5-3.
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Figure 5-3. HARF based real-time activity recognition system.

l Embedded Multimodal Sensors: Consisted of 4 sensors (3-axis accelerometer,
3-axis gyroscope, proximity sensor and GPS) embedded in smartphone for
recognizing activities.

l Pre-processing: Collecting sensing data from multi-modal sensors periodically
(50Hz) and unifying data format for efficient data processing sharing. Also
extracting features from collected sensor data for activity modeling and
recognition.

l Activity Training & Recognition: Composed of proposed A-NB algorithm
based activity training and recognition modules. Activity models and
user-defined activities are stored at the Repository

l User Interface: Let the users to monitor collecting data from multimodal
sensors and visualize 3-axis accelerometer data for the users. Also provide
an interface for users to add or train their own activities.
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Chapter 6.
Implementation and Results
6.1 Comprehensive Activity Recognizer
To evaluate proposed comprehensive activity recognizer, experiments with the
accelerometer and audio classification are inducted independently. As described in
chapter 4, the proposed system classifies activities into four contexts first, and then
if the system identifies a ‘transportation’ mode, it starts to collect audio data to
determine whether this transportation is via bus or subway. Next, an integrated
system that combined the accelerometer and audio classifiers is evaluated. For the
evaluation and testing, over 10,000 data samples are collected from 10 volunteer
graduate students during a month-long period at various locations.

Also for achieving position-free approach, volunteers are allowed to hold a
smartphone at anywhere on their body such as attach it on waist, put it in
trousers’ pocket or just hold it by hands. After collecting sensor data from all
volunteers, categorized them into each activity types based on activity label. Then

—

activity model of each activity labels walking, jogging, still, bus (run, jam, stop)

—

and subway (run, stop) by GMM-based modeling and classification module in the
accelerometer classifier are constructed. As noted previously, the proposed system
utilizes sensor data which is collected previous 3 seconds for real-time processing.
It means the system does not use previous contexts for recognition processing. The
approaches described above enable position-free recognition. The smartphones used
for

evaluation

are

Android

HTC

Desire

smartphones,

smartphones, and Samsung Galaxy S II smartphones.
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Samsung

Galaxy

S

Table 6-1. Types and number of Collected sensor data for evaluation.
Activity Type
Walking

Jogging

Bus

Subway

Car

Others

Sensors used

Data format

No. of samples

Accelerometer, GPS, Wi-Fi

Text

1244

Audio

Raw

1244

Accelerometer, GPS, Wi-Fi

Text

591

Audio

Raw

591

Accelerometer, GPS, Wi-Fi

Text

4645

Audio

Raw

13023

Accelerometer, GPS, Wi-Fi

Text

3864

Audio

Raw

3387

Accelerometer, GPS, Wi-Fi

Text

955

Audio

Raw

2829

Accelerometer, GPS, Wi-Fi

Text

3106

Audio

Raw

5472

Total number of samples (Accelerometer etc.)

14405

Total number of samples (Audio)

26546

6.1.1 Accelerometer Classification
In order to validate the accelerometer classification module, acceleration data is
collected in four contexts: walking, jogging, transportation (bus and subway), and
still. An assortment of features is investigated, including frequency, time, and LPC
features. To combine the strength of different feature extraction methods, proposed
feature selection algorithm is used to select the best candidate from a large set of
features extracted by the existing method. Table 6-2 and Figure 6-1 show the
10-fold cross validation test results for different features. Table 6-3 shows which
features were selected from the features generated by the existing feature extraction
methods using proposed feature selection algorithm.
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Table 6-2. Accelerometer classification accuracy with different features.
Frequency
Features

Time
Features

LPC
Features

Selected
Features

Fold1

87.16

87.07

89.75

90.71

Fold2

87.23

86.41

89.89

90.13

Fold3

86.55

88.26

89.24

91.01

Fold4

86.49

87.89

89.30

89.82

Fold5

86.93

87.97

88.03

89.97

Fold6

88.18

88.70

87.98

90.78

Fold7

87.08

88.78

88.27

89.68

Fold8

86.19

89.09

90.04

90.41

Fold9

86.41

86.48

89.00

89.90

Fold10

86.47

89.24

89.83

90.34

Average

86.87

87.99

89.13

90.27

Figure 6-1. Accelerometer classification accuracy comparison based on Table 6-2.
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Table 6-3. Selected features from extracted by existing feature extraction methods.
Features

Frequency Features

Linear Predictive
Coding(LPC) Features

Selected
(X = yes, O = no)

Over spectral energy

X

Spectral sub-band 1 energy

X

Spectral sub-band 2 energy

X

Spectral sub-band 3 energy

O

Spectral sub-band 4 energy

O

Spectral sub-band 5 energy

O

Spectral sub-band 6 energy

O

Spectral sub-band 7 energy

O

Spectral sub-band 8 energy

O

LPC coefficient 1

X

LPC coefficient 2

X

LPC coefficient 3

O

LPC coefficient 4

O

LPC coefficient 5

O

LPC coefficient 6

X

LPC estimation error

X

Mean value

O

Standard deviation value

X

Mean crossing rate

X

XY correlation

X

YZ correlation

O

ZX correlation

O

Time Domain Features
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6.1.2 Audio Classification
The dataset used to evaluate the audio classification was collected and provided
by the School of Computing Sciences, University of East Anglia, UK, and is
available in [110]. This dataset contained WAV formed audio files (sampling rates:
8 kHz, 8 bit, mono) taken using a Samsung YP55H MP3 recorder in 2004. It had
twelve different audio files, but seven different contexts were used: Building Site,
Bus, Car (city), Supermarket, Office, Presentation and Street (traffic). Table 6-4
shows the confusion matrix of the classification measured using a k-fold (k = 10)
cross-validation rule.

Table 6-4. Accuracy table of audio classification confusion matrix (Ma, L. [112]
Dataset).
Building
Site
Building

Bus

Car
(City)

Supermarket

Office

Presentation

Street
Traffic

Total

100%

-

-

-

-

-

-

100%

Bus

-

100%

-

-

-

-

-

100%

Car

-

4%

95%

1%

-

-

-

100%

Supermarket

-

-

-

100%

-

-

-

100%

Office

-

-

-

-

100%

-

-

100%

Presentation

-

-

-

-

-

99%

1%

100%

Street

-

-

-

1%

1%

10%

88%

100%

Site

The average accuracy of proposed audio classification system was about 97.43%.

—

In addition, audio dataset were manually collected for three contexts bus, subway,
and other (anything except bus and subway)

—using

various Android smartphones.

Using a k-fold (k = 10) cross-validation rule, the accuracy is acquired shown in
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Table 6-5.

Table 6-5. Accuracy table of audio classification using own dataset.
Bus

Subway

Other

Bus

89.34%

5.60%

10.66%

Subway

4.25%

91.20%

4.55%

Other

4%

4%

92%

These results present a reasonably high accuracy level, suggesting that audio is
an important data source for proposed context-aware system.

6.1.3 Performance Evaluation of the Integrated System
After validating the individual classification module, accelerometer and audio
classifiers were combined into one integrated system, with extra information
acquired from the GPS and Wi-Fi schemes. The integrated system was tested on
the field with realistic and real-time sensory data. More specifically, a user

—

launched the system via a smartphone, and as this user moved e.g., riding a bus

—

or subway an observer recorded all of the ground truth labels by hand while the
system wrote the recognized labels to a log file. After the test, the recognized
labels were compared with the hand-recorded truth tables.

As described in Table 6-6, eight different recognizable activities are collected and
tested. Three of them are ambulatory activities and the rest of them are
transportation activities. Especially riding a bus has another situation ‘Jam’ which
might be occurred when a bus is stopped by traffic signal or bad traffic condition.
Table 6-6 shows a confusion matrix of different contexts. Over a thousand
activities for each context were collected and used. Figure 6-2 is a comparison
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graph of the true positive with the false negative of each activity, which highlights
the accuracy of the recognized labels.

The results of the audio classification shows that, by selecting the good features
from different feature sets, it significantly improve the classification accuracy. To
validate the significance of the difference between the achievements (when
comparing the recognition results of selected feature set with those of the other
feature sets), the paired t-test is used to calculate the p-values, which were always
smaller than 0.05 (note that a p-value < 0.05 indicates that the achievements are
significantly different from a statistical point of view).

Table 6-6. Evaluation of the integrated system with realistic and real-time data.
Ambulatory Activities

Bus

Subway

Total

Walk

Jogging

Still

Run

Jam

Stop

Run

Stop

Samples

Walk

1109

36

48

-

-

-

-

-

1193

Jogging

25

767

42

-

-

-

-

-

834

Still

-

-

1915

-

-

-

20

60

1995

Bus(run)

65

86

-

2000

-

-

-

-

2151

Bus(jam)

-

-

52

-

782

-

-

35

869

Bus(stop)

-

-

16

-

-

279

-

19

314

-

-

24

-

49

-

2341

-

2414

-

-

18

-

11

7

-

314

350

Subway
(run)
Subway
(stop)
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Figure 6-2. Classification accuracy of the integrated system based on Table 6-6.

The experiments clearly show that each individual classifier performed reasonably
well, with an average accuracy around 90%. Furthermore, using

proposed feature

selection method with the accelerometer classifier was more accurate than using
some specific kind of features (p-value < 0.05). By combining the two classifiers
with other sensor information, integrated system successfully recognized different
contexts, including not only ambulatory contexts like walking and jogging, but also
transportation contexts like the bus and subway. Although the category is still
limited by a small number of contexts, proposed multimodal sensor approach has
the potential to recognize different kind of contexts. The proposed algorithm for
context recognition is mainly focus on how to acquire better classification result by
combining accelerometer and audio sensor data. Therefore the accuracy of proposed
classification algorithm is presented in Figure 6-2.

In order to test and evaluate the proposed system in the real-world environment,
the system is implemented on an Android smartphone as an application. In Figure

—

6-3, (a) indicates the initial state of the context recognizer i.e., ‘Still’
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—with a red

line, (b) shows that the user is walking with the smartphone in his hand, and (c)
shows that the application recognized his activity as ‘Walking’ with a green line.
When the user started jogging with the smartphone in his pocket, as denoted by
(d), the proposed system detected his activity as ‘jogging’ and displayed the
movement with a blue line, shown by (e). Subsequently, (f) and (g) show that the
user is riding a bus, which is recognized and displayed by the system with a
yellow line. The user is riding a subway in (h), which can be recognized even the
subway is stopped in (i). A full version of the demonstration movie recorded in
real world setting is available on YouTube in [111].

Figure 6-3. Demonstration of the integrated system via testing in a real-world
environment.
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6.2 Heuristic Approach
In real world environment, the accuracy of the comprehensive activity recognizer
is awfully low because of unexpected situations. To enhance the recognition
accuracy, several rules from our experiments are applied to the results from
comprehensive activity recognizer. In Figure 6-4, total procedure of heuristic-based
revision is described. In order to get a Revised Result (RR), 4 rules are applied to
Classification Result (CR).

Figure 6-4. Heuristic-based enhanced decision making and revision process.
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Table 6-7 and 6-8 are comparisons of classification results and revised results.
According to the rules in Figure 6-4 classification results are changed. By applying
presented heuristic approach, higher accuracy of whole activity recognition system is
expected.

Table 6-7. Heuristic-based result revision, example case 1.
Case 1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

CR
Stay
Stay
Stay
Walking
Walking
Stay
Walking
Walking
Walking
Walking
Walking
Stay
Stay
Stay
Walking
Walking
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Stay
Stay
Bus
Bus
Bus
Stay
Stay
Bus
Bus

-
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RR
(Initializing)
(Initializing)
(Initializing)
(Initializing)
Walking
Walking
Walking
Walking
Walking
Walking
Walking
Walking
Stay
Stay
Stay
Walking
Walking
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus
Bus

Table 6-8. Heuristic-based result revision, example case 2.
Case 2

CR

RR

…

Walking

133

Walking

Walking

134
135

Stay
Stay

Walking
Stay

136

Stay

Stay

137

Stay

Stay

138
139

Subway
Subway

Stay
Subway

140

Stay

Subway

141

Stay

Subway

142
143

Walking
Subway

Subway
Subway

144

Stay

Subway

145

Subway

Subway

146
147

Stay
Stay

Subway
Subway

148

Subway

Subway

149

Stay

Subway

150
151

Stay
Stay

Subway
Subway

152

Stay

Subway

...

Subway

167
168

Stay
Stay

Subway
Subway

169

Stay

Stay

Figure 6-5 provides a visualization of the refined result (Table 6-7 and 6-8).
There is a few enhancement on physical movement such as stay, walking and
jogging. But in case of the activities riding a bus or subway, revised results are
much enhanced. Base on our experiments, these activities are more sensitive than
physical movements and many unexpected situations are easy to happen.
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Figure 6-5. Visualization of heuristic-based revision result, (up) Example case 1,
(down) Example case 2.

6.3 Lightweight Activity Recognizer
As described in chapter 5 about A-NB algorithms and HARF framework, a
real-time activity recognition system has been implemented in the form of
smartphone application using the Android OS. The application which uses the
Android OS can be installed easily on a Smartphone or mobile devices. In
addition, a variety of Smartphone UI (touch screen, keyboard, sound, etc.) enables
to the users to add or model their own activities by themselves. The Smartphone
application

is developed based on the version of Android 2.3.3 (API level 10), as

shown in Figure 6-6, the Samsung Nexus S and Galaxy S3 model.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6-6. Smartphone application which implementing real-time activity
recognition framework. (a) Initial state of application. Sensor monitoring,
accelerometer visualization, UI for activity training & recognition. (b) Visualizing
3-axis accelerometer values of walking activity. (c) A screenshot of activity
recognition results.

Table 6-9 shows the results of the activity recognition using the developed
pARNL Smartphone application. The experiments was conducted on 15 activities
including 4 location-base activities (Waiting bus at bus stop, Having a meal at
cafeteria, Exercising at gym, Visiting a park) but the result of recognizing
activities, only uses GPS location information, shows more than 99.5% accuracy. In
the real-world experiment, there is only 1 mis-recognized case was found. But if
the GPS on Smartphone is guaranteed to work well, location based activities are
well recognized in proposed system. Therefore, the experimental results in Table
6-9 are the accuracy table of 11 activities without visiting a specific location
activity.
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Table 6-9. Activity recognition accuracy table of 11 activities for validating
proposed HARF.
Location

Home

Office

Outdoor

Activity Standing Walking Sitting Standing Walking Sitting Standing Walking Sitting Jogging
Standing 90.32

Car

-

9.68

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Home Walking 10.43

83.47

6.1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Sitting

2.56

-

98.44

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Standing

-

-

-

95.2

-

4.8

-

-

-

-

-

Office Walking

-

-

-

4.84

94.35

0.81

-

-

-

-

-

Sitting

-

-

-

1.2

0.61

98.19

-

-

-

-

-

Standing

-

-

-

-

-

-

94.34

-

5.66

-

-

Walking

-

-

-

-

-

-

12.77

80.85

6.38

-

-

Outdoor Sitting

-

-

-

-

-

-

2.5

-

97.5

-

-

Jogging

-

-

-

-

-

-

2.17

10.86

1.47

85.5

-

Car

-

-

-

-

-

-

16.25

6.25

1.25

-

76.25

The recognition result of 15 activities shows the high accuracy of 92.96% and
the result of 11 activities without activities based on only location is 90.4%. There
are several cases which shows different accuracy on same activities. It shows that
the types of the activity can be changed depending on where the activities are
occurred. For example, walking activities in home or outdoor are seldomly
recognized as standing activity because the user is frequently stopped or turned in
environmental reason. But the recognition accuracy of both sitting and standing
activities are relatively higher than others because of their static characteristic. In
case of jogging and car, there are some mis-recognition results because a jogging
activity is similar to walking and a car is frequently stopped or drove slowly.
Figure 6-7 depicts True Positive and False Negative of the 11 activities based on
the Table 6-9.
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Figure 6-7. Activity recognition accuracy graph of 11 activities.

Figure 6-8. Accuracy comparison between Naïve Bayes and HARF for 15 activities.

Performance comparison of the HARF and the Naïve Bayes algorithm is shown
in Figure 6-8. The experiment was performed on 16 activities in a same
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environment and the result of the Naïve Bayes and the proposed HARF are
81.17% and 89.88% respectively. Recognition results of Standing, Jogging, Sitting
and visit specific location are fine with around 90% accuracy in both the HARF
and a Naïve Bayes. In case of recognizing transportation activity(Car Driving),
HARF showed 76% and but the Naïve Bayes showed the low accuracy of around
50%.
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Chapter 7.
Conclusion and Future Directions
In this work, multimodal approach by utilizing the set of embedded sensors on
smartphones is proposed in order to recognize different user contexts, such as
walking, jogging, riding on a bus, or taking a subway. Overall, demonstration
shows that the proposed approach was able to recognize eight contexts, including
ambulatory activities and other particular contexts while on a bus or subway.
Additionally, it was able to recognize these activities regardless of what the user
was doing with his or her smartphone, such as making a phone call, using
applications, playing games, or listening to music. Accordingly, the author designed
and implemented the proposed system, which enabled position-free recognition and
was able to recognize activities wherever the smartphone was attached on the body.

Performance evaluations of the accelerometer and audio data classification
schemes showed that the proposed algorithm and system performed better than
existing approaches. Proposed system is tested by implementing a smartphone
application running on an Android OS. These evaluations also showed that the
system works well in real-world environments with the accuracy of 92.43%.
Nevertheless, the current system is still limited to a small number of contexts.
Further research efforts are necessary to extend the target context category. In
addition, the current system is not able to provide detailed information about the
recognized contexts, such as bus number, subway line number, or street name while
walking. These challenges motivate future research that seeks to utilize other kinds
of sensory data to construct a more integrative context-aware system.
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